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Abstract

We consider platforms that help consumers more easily discover and trans-
act with suppliers. Such platforms have come to dominate many sectors of
the economy, raising issues about the high fees they charge suppliers, espe-
cially since they tend to commoditize the suppliers they aggregate. We show
that in a baseline setting, the welfare-maximizing fee exceeds the platform’s
marginal cost by the extent to which suppliers obtain lower markups on the
platform than in the direct channel. We examine the robustness of this simple
principle, and explore factors that make the efficient fee higher or lower than
the level implied by it.
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1 Introduction

Regulators are struggling with the right way to address market power concerns

arising from large digital platforms that act as gatekeepers for third-party suppliers,
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app developers, online sellers, and other small businesses to access consumers. In

Europe, the Digital Markets Act (DMA), which was recently passed, seeks to do this

primarily by prohibiting various types of platform behavior: e.g. self-preferencing,

price parity clauses and bundling/tying, while obliging platforms to make certain

changes that are supposed to promote easier user choice and switching. It is un-

clear, however, the extent to which these changes will really limit platforms’ ability

to exercise market power. This motivates our interest in another, possibly comple-

mentary, solution, which is the regulation of the prices charged by platforms to the

suppliers that use them to access consumers.

The issue of high commissions charged by online platforms to third-party suppli-

ers arises for big-tech platforms such as Amazon’s marketplace, Apple’s App Store,

Booking’s and Expedia’s hotel booking sites, and Google’s Play Store. More gener-

ally, large digital marketplaces have emerged across almost every sector of the econ-

omy: beauty salons (Booksy), dog walking (Rover), fashion (Zalando), handmade

products (Etsy), home design (Houzz), local contractors (Task Rabbit), restaurant

booking (OpenTable), and so on. As these marketplaces aggregate suppliers and

become the main place consumers discover and transact with third-party suppliers

in a particular vertical and in a particular geography, they are able to exercise their

market power by charging high fees to suppliers.

To address this concern, we develop a simple framework of a monopoly platform

that helps consumers discover and match with available suppliers, and charges a

fee to suppliers for transactions made on the platform. The framework captures

three key features of many such marketplace platforms: (i) the platform intensifies

competition between suppliers by facilitating consumers’ choice of their preferred

suppliers; (ii) suppliers pass the platform’s fees back to consumers via higher prices;

and (iii) the platform has to attract consumers in the first place who can alternatively

buy directly from suppliers. The framework is developed in a setting in which

suppliers are free to set different prices on different channels, and in the baseline

version of the model, consumers cannot switch to buy in the direct channel after

searching on the platform.

In such a setting, the reduction in suppliers’ markups from intensified competi-

tion as a result of the platform is not in itself a social benefit. It increases consumer

surplus from using the platform, and in so doing, allows the platform to set a higher

fee, thereby resulting in a transfer of surplus from suppliers to the platform and

consumers. The platform’s fee is constrained by the fact that as it increases its fee

further and further above its cost, prices on the platform will increase, and more
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consumers will prefer to use the direct channel to find and transact with suppli-

ers. But using the direct channel may be inefficient for many consumers, so this

raises the question, what fee would maximize total welfare in this setting? Perhaps

surprisingly, setting the platform fee at its marginal cost does not maximize total

welfare even if the suppliers on the platform fully pass through the fee into their

prices and the possibility the platform needs to set a higher fee to cover fixed costs

is ignored. Instead, we show that the efficient fee exceeds the platform’s marginal

cost by the amount to which the platform lowers their margins.

To understand this result, note that intensified supplier competition comes at a

cost to these suppliers, which consumers ignore. As a result too many consumers

will use the platform if it just charges a fee equal to its marginal cost. If the platform

fee is increased above marginal cost by the amount to which the platform decreases

supplier margins, then provided that suppliers pass this through in their prices,

consumers will internalize the negative externality their choice to use the platform

has on suppliers, leading them to choose between channels efficiently.

The idea that suppliers’ interests need to be taken into account accords well

with the fact that it is the concerns of suppliers (third-party sellers on Amazon,

hotels on Booking and Expedia, app developers on the App Store or the Play Store)

and not consumers that are front and center in discussions around the need for

regulatory intervention on these platforms. A key concern is that suppliers are

being commoditized by these large aggregators, which are built on the back of their

supply.

The efficient fee we propose is relatively straightforward to implement. Other

than the platform’s costs, it can be inferred simply by observing the current prices

suppliers charge on the platform and in their direct channel, as well as the platform’s

current fee. We propose this as a cap that the regulator would enforce on platform

fees. We show that it is possible the monopoly platform’s unregulated fee already

satisfies this cap. This can happen when the platform lowers suppliers’ markups a

lot, but the platform does not create much additional surplus in terms of improved

matches and reduced search costs. Otherwise, and arguably more realistically, the

cap will be binding in the case of a monopoly platform. Indeed, for a quite general

class of demand, we show this is true provided the platform creates positive welfare

when its fee is set at its marginal cost. Moreover, we show that whenever the

efficient fee cap is binding, the planner should shift down the regulated fee (towards

the platform’s marginal cost) when the planner puts less weight on the platform’s

profit than it puts on the surplus of consumers and suppliers.
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We then explore three extensions of our framework. The first extends our base-

line model to allow for final demand for the suppliers’ goods or services to be elastic

and the pass-through of fees to be incomplete. The same simple efficient fee cap

can still work in the case of incomplete pass-through, appropriately adjusted for

differences in demands on the two channels if necessary, provided it is updated over

time to reflect the changes in margins that will be induced by the regulation of fees.

Incomplete pass-through helps rationalize why suppliers may want to lobby for lower

rather than higher platform fees, even though a higher fee helps steer consumers to

buy in the direct market in which firms earn a larger mark-up. Accounting for elas-

tic demand is more challenging but we note that the welfare-maximizing fee is only

below our fee cap formula (appropriately measured to allow for elastic demand) to

the extent that the regulator seeks to force down suppliers’ prices on the platform

towards their costs.

The second extension allows for showrooming, so consumers can switch to buy

directly after discovering a supplier on the platform, if they prefer to do so. We

show that the same simple rule to set the efficient fee applies, although the markup

differential is lower due to showrooming, thus implying showrooming lowers the level

of the efficient fee. Using this showrooming extension, we also compare fee regu-

lation with an alternative policy which focuses instead on enabling showrooming.

Specifically, we consider a policy that prohibits platforms like Apple and Google

from limiting the ability of suppliers to direct their customers to their own cheaper

channels. Finally, in our third extension, we allow for platform competition, show-

ing how platform competition pushes the equilibrium fee towards cost, thus making

it less likely the regulatory cap on fees is needed.

As will be explained in more detail in the next section, our paper complements

the work of Gomes and Mantovani (2022), who also look at how to regulate platform

fees but in a setting in which price parity clauses apply (so suppliers cannot set

different prices on the platform than in their direct channel). Our focus on the

case without price parity clauses is motivated by the fact for a range of platforms,

price parity clauses have not been imposed, or in some cases, have been banned by

regulators (see Baker and Scott Morton, 2018). Neither Apple nor Google imposes

these clauses in their app stores, and app developers remain free to set lower prices

for purchases in other channels (e.g. via their own website). Price parity clauses have

been removed in Europe in the case of Amazon, and in most of Europe in the case of

Booking and Expedia. Under the DMA, price parity clauses will indeed be required

to be removed (and will not be allowed to be introduced) by designated platforms.
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More generally, we have in mind understanding how to evaluate settings where

price parity (either imposed directly or indirectly via steering or self-preferencing)

has been addressed by regulations like the DMA. And we ask what fees platforms

would then set. Would they still be set too high? If so, how could we best regulate

them?

1.1 Related literature

There is surprisingly little prior research on the question of the right level at

which to regulate prices set by digital platforms. There is an earlier literature that

considers efficient pricing in a generic monopoly two-sided platform in which trans-

actions between the two sides are not modelled explicitly (e.g., Rochet and Tirole,

2003, Armstrong, 2006, and Weyl, 2010). However, this literature fundamentally

differs because it focuses on the efficient price structure across the two sides in order

to get the right balance of participation on each side. Price structure is not an issue

in our setting given the platform only charges fees to the seller-side.1 Instead, we

focus on a completely different margin: whether consumers will use the platform or

purchase from suppliers directly.

One exception to considering only generic two-sided platforms when characteriz-

ing efficient fees is the literature on payment card platforms, where the transactions

between buyers and sellers are modelled explicitly and the focus is on choosing the

structure of fees to induce the right level of card usage versus cash usage by con-

sumers (Rochet and Tirole, 2002 and 2011, and Wright, 2004). Indeed, our paper is

in part inspired by the work of Rochet and Tirole (2011) who propose a simple rule

that can be used to regulate interchange fees (the so-called “Merchant Indifferent

Test”), one that has been adopted by regulators in Europe, among other places.

Their setting is different, however, for two main reasons: (i) unlike the types of

marketplace platforms we’re focused on in this paper, card platforms don’t help in-

tensify competition between suppliers given they are not primarily used to discover

suppliers; (ii) a no-surcharge rule applies, so suppliers are not allowed to set a higher

price to consumers who purchase using the card platform than those who pay with

cash.

1This is consistent with the fact that we model transactions between the two sides whereas the
earlier literature treated the benefits to each side as exogenously given. Endogenizing the pricing of
suppliers in the context of a platform charging transaction fees on both sides leads to a neutral fee
structure. One could then normalize the buyer fee to zero, so that only the level of the seller-side
fee would matter.
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Gomes and Mantovani (2022) is the first paper to consider regulation of plat-

form fees in marketplace settings. But they maintain the assumption of a single

price across the platform channel and the direct channel (i.e. price parity) like the

payment cards literature. That is, they relax (i) but not (ii). In their setting, the

platform expands the consideration set of consumers and in so doing also intensifies

competition between suppliers. Under price parity, they show the platform’s un-

regulated fee to suppliers is excessive.2 Given they focus on price parity holding,

not surprisingly, their characterization of the socially optimal fee is different from

ours. Under price parity there is no role for consumers’ channel choice to be influ-

enced by fees, which is what drives our results without price parity. This is why

our framework is not applicable when price parity holds, and a setting like theirs

is more appropriate. In their setting, it is the extensive margin between whether

the platform invests or not given randomness in its fixed cost of investment that

pins down the efficient fee. Specifically, their efficient fee is determined by the ex-

tent to which the platform expands consumers’ consideration set as well as any

convenience benefits it provides to suppliers. We will directly compare Gomes and

Mantovani’s characterization of the efficient fee with ours under the same model of

supplier competition.

Two recent papers explore caps on the fees platforms charge suppliers, but in

contrast to our paper, they take into account the possibility that the platforms

also charge fees on the consumer side. Bisceglia and Tirole (2023) views the lack

of a platform fee to consumers as an indication that the platform would like to set

negative prices to consumers if such fees were feasible, and explores the consequences

of this missing price (as well as a zero lower bound for the supplier’s own prices)

for the efficient cap. Their setting is quite different from ours in that the platform

operates a hybrid marketplace and there is no direct channel. Their main focus is on

the interplay between the platform fee to suppliers and whether the platform steers

consumers to its own apps or squeezes (or forecloses) third-party apps. Sullivan

(2022) empirically studies commission caps on food delivery platforms, and after

taking into account that such caps increase the platforms’ delivery fees to consumers,

he finds they lower consumer surplus and total welfare.

Finally, our paper relates to the literature modelling price comparison websites.

The seminal paper in this line is Baye and Morgan (2001), in which consumers

2Other papers also look at settings in which price parity clauses hold (e.g. see Boik and Corts,
2016, Edelman and Wright, 2015, Johnson, 2017, Ronayne and Taylor, 2020, and Wang and Wright,
2020) but they differ in not exploring the regulation of the platform’s fee.
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can use the platform to find the lowest priced supplier (which are homogenous)

or instead go to their local monopolist. They maintain price parity. Galeotti and

Moraga-González (2011) extend their work to the case with differentiated firms, as

well as allowing suppliers to set different prices across channels, like in our paper.

A key difference in these papers is that they assume the platform can set a fixed

fee to each side (both consumers and suppliers), and consumers all face the same

fixed benefit of shopping via the platform relative to shopping in the direct channel.

Thus, they shut down the smooth channel choice that drives our results, and the

efficient fees are just set so all consumers and suppliers participate on the platform.

The models of price comparison websites by Ronayne (2021) and Ronayne and

Taylor (2022) are closer to our setting, since they assume, more realistically, that

such platforms charge firms a per-transaction fee and nothing to consumers directly.

They also allow for differential prices across channels. However, in their setting the

platform fee does not affect total welfare, and their interest lies rather in whether

the existence of such platforms is good for consumers, which it always is in our

setting.

2 Baseline model

Suppose there are multiple suppliers (either a finite number or a continuum)

producing horizontally differentiated products. For brevity, we will refer to suppliers

as “firms”, but the reader should keep in mind these can sometimes be individuals

(e.g. a dog walker on Rover or a local contractor on Task Rabbit). There is a unit

mass of consumers, each with unit demand and wanting to make one (and only one)

transaction. There is an outside option, with surplus normalized to zero. The firms’

costs are normalized to zero.

Firms and consumers can trade directly. In addition, a marketplace platform M

can facilitate the trades between firms and consumers at a marginal cost c ≥ 0, and

for doing so it charges firms a per-transaction fee f , a commonly used form of fee

charged by such marketplaces.3 Consumers are heterogenous in an additive benefit

(if positive) or cost (if negative) associated with shopping on M , which is denoted b

and is distributed across consumers according to H on [b, b]. In our baseline model,

3As detailed in https://www.theverge.com/21445923/platform-fees-apps-games-business-
marketplace-apple-google, marketplaces typically charge firms (sellers and developers) on a per
transaction basis. Often such a fee is written as a percentage of the value of a transaction rather
than a fixed amount per transaction. We adopt the latter type of fee for tractability. In the
Online Appendix we show how our analysis can be modified to handle percentage fees.
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we can interpret b as either the additional benefit (or cost) of consumers joining

M or the additional transaction benefits or costs of using M for a transaction.

We assume a strictly positive density h and a weakly increasing hazard rate for H

(which implies that demand for M as defined by 1 − H(·) is weakly log-concave).

Corresponding to this, we define λ (x) = (1−H (x)) /h (x) as the inverse hazard

rate, which is weakly decreasing.

We will adopt a fairly general reduced form approach to model transactions

between firms and consumers. The game has three stages. In stage 1, M sets f ,

which is publicly observed. In stage 2, each firm simultaneously and independently

choose a direct price, and whether to list on M , and if so, their price on M . At the

same time, based on their draw of b, consumers simultaneously and independently

choose which channel they use to shop. They can choose only one channel and the

decision is irreversible (something we will relax in our showrooming extension in

Section 4.2). In stage 3, consumers make search and purchase decisions on their

chosen channel.

The key assumption in this timing is that an individual firm cannot influence a

consumer’s choice of channel by whether to list on M or what price to set. Yet it

should be that M ’s choice of fee f , and so firms’ equilibrium prices, will ultimately

impact which channel consumers want to use.4 This set of assumptions implies firms

will always list on M to obtain incremental revenue. An individual firm that doesn’t

list on M does not attract more consumers to its direct channel since consumers

do not observe this until they have committed to a channel to go to. This is also

consistent with the possibility that each individual firm is too small to influence

whether consumers use the platform or not.

We next explain the key reduced-form properties of what happens in stages 2

and 3, properties that we will show can be derived from each of the three different

models of firm competition that we will detail below. Since firms are free to price

discriminate across channels, and consumers choose a channel without observing

firms’ actual pricing and participation choices, on-platform prices are determined

independently of direct prices. In our baseline model, we focus on settings with

symmetric firms, inelastic aggregate demand and full pass-through, so the symmetric

equilibrium price is always equal to the sum of the fee (equal to zero on the direct

channel) and a constant mark-up. Let pD = µD be the symmetric equilibrium direct

4We could alternatively assume that consumers cannot observe f , but they can observe the
modal price set by firms on M , which then works provided there are three or more symmetric
firms.
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price, where µD represents firms’ symmetric markup in the direct channel, and

pM = f + µM ,

be the equilibrium price on M , where µM is firms’ symmetric markup on M . Second,

as long as the platform attracts all firms, the gross expected surplus to consumers

on the platform φM is greater than that on the direct channel φD, i.e., φM > φD.

The platform offers some efficiencies (e.g. reduced search costs or more firms to

choose from). Third, the platform is more competitive than the direct channel and

therefore µM < µD. Naturally, we assume φD ≥ µD, so that positive expected

net surplus arises from transactions on the direct channel, which together with the

other assumptions implies φM > µM . Finally, we assume that for the relevant fees

under consideration, all consumers who go to M always make a single transaction

on M and get non-negative net surplus from doing so. Each of these reduced-form

properties will be endogenously derived, and this last property will be confirmed, in

the three microfounded applications detailed below.

Firms often obtain extra transaction benefits (or equivalently, face lower marginal

costs) when selling through the platform. We do not explicitly allow for such benefits

in our baseline model given they can be implicitly captured by the consumer-side

benefits b. This reflects that any firm-side benefits would be fully passed on to

consumers given our assumption of full pass-through above.

Some examples of micro-founded settings that fit this baseline model include5:

� Sequential search model such as in Wolinsky (1986) and Anderson and Renault

(1999). There is a continuum of firms with consumers’ match values drawn iid

from a distribution G(·) which is assumed to have an increasing hazard rate.

All firms will be available on either channel given the result above that all

firms will want to list on M in equilibrium. After choosing a channel in stage

2, in stage 3 consumers search sequentially in their chosen channel to discover

match values and prices of individual firms, but search costs are lower on M

than the direct channel as in Wang and Wright (2020). Formally, sM < sD,

where si is each consumer’s search cost for sampling a firm on channel i. If

xj represents the corresponding equilibrium reservation utility for searching in

channel j, then φM = xM , φD = xD, µM = 1−G(xM )
g(xM )

and µD = 1−G(xD)
g(xD)

, with

5The full details of each model and the assumptions required to fit our general setting are given
in the Online Appendix. A key assumption in each case is inelastic aggregate demand and full
pass-through. Thus, for instance, the standard representative consumer model with differentiated
demand does not fit. In Section 4.1 we generalize the framework to handle such settings.
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xM > xD given sM < sD (consumers have a higher reservation utility on M

due to lower search costs on M), which implies φM > φD, and also implies

µD > µM given G has an increasing hazard rate. We assume the search cost

in the direct channel is sufficiently small such that φD ≥ µD as otherwise no

one will ever search directly.

� Random-utility model with n ≥ 3 firms (Perloff and Salop, 1985). This is

the competition model adopted by Gomes and Mantovani (2022). We will

use it to compare our results with those in Gomes and Mantovani (2022) in

the next section. The utility a consumer can get from buying at firm i is

ui = v − pi + βξi, where ξi, which is drawn by consumers in stage 3, is iid

from G across firms and consumers, and β > 0 measures the importance of

the match value. In stage 3, consumers also randomly draw a set of nD firms

(2 ≤ nD < n) if they are in the direct channel, whereas if they go on M they

can choose from all the firms that list on M , which as noted above, will be

all n firms in equilibrium. The difference between n and nD then drives the

differences between match values and markups. For example, if G is a uniform

distribution on [0, 1], φM = v + βn
n+1

and φD = v + βnD
nD+1

, with φM > φD, and

µM = β
n

and µD = β
nD

with µD > µM . The more general expressions for the

differences in these expressions across the two channels are given in (5)-(6).

� Circular-city model with n ≥ 2 firms located on a circle (Salop, 1979). Each

firm offers a good of value v, and consumers face a standard linear mismatch

cost parameter t, with their location (relative to the firms) drawn in stage

3. In stage 3, consumers also randomly draw a single firm if they are in the

direct channel, whereas if they go on M they can choose from all the firms

that list on M , which as noted above, will be all n firms in equilibrium. The

larger number of firms on the platform drives the differences between match

values and markups. In equilibrium, we have φM = v − t
4n

and φD = v − t
4
,

with φM > φD, and µM = t
n

and µD = v − t
2
, with µD > µM given v > t.

Two special cases of this setting are: (i) the Hotelling model when n = 2; (ii)

Bertrand competition if we take t→ 0, so φD → φM and µD − µM → v.

3 Analysis of the baseline model

Consumers’ expected net utility of shopping directly is φD− pD = φD−µD, and

their expected net utility of shopping on M is φM − pM + b = φM − (f + µM) + b.
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Consumers who choose M must have

φM − (f + µM) + b ≥ φD − µD ⇔ b ≥ f − (φM − φD)− (µD − µM).

Define ∆s ≡ φM − φD as the surplus differential and ∆m ≡ µD − µM as the markup

differential. The condition for consumers to choose M becomes

b ≥ f −∆s −∆m,

which makes clear the only reason a consumer uses M is if the benefit b of doing so

plus the surplus and markup differential that M creates more than covers the fee it

charges.

As a profit-maximizing monopolist, M chooses f to maximize

(f − c) (1−H(f −∆s −∆m)) .

Note that the resulting fee would be equal to cost c only if the demand 1−H(f −
∆s −∆m) = 0 for all f > c. Otherwise, M would be better off by setting some fee

strictly above its marginal cost. The condition that 1 − H(f − ∆s − ∆m) = 0, or

equivalently, H(f −∆s −∆m) = 1, for all f > c is equivalent to

b ≤ c−∆s −∆m ⇔ b+ ∆s + ∆m ≤ c.

We rule out this uninteresting case by assuming

b+ ∆s + ∆m > c (1)

throughout the paper. This just says the platform can create positive expected net

surplus for the consumer who values using it the most.

With this assumption, we obtain the following characterization of M ’s optimal

fee (as with other results not proven in the text, the proof is given in the Appendix):

Proposition 1. (The platform’s profit maximizing fee)

The platform sets f ∗, where f ∗ is the unique solution to

f ∗ = c+ λ (f ∗ −∆s −∆m) , (2)

and satisfies c < f ∗ < b+ ∆s + ∆m.
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M trades off the higher margin it gets from setting a higher fee on each transac-

tion it enables with the cost of fewer consumers coming to it to make transactions

given prices will be higher on M . We can illustrate this result when H takes the gen-

eralized Pareto distribution (GPD), which covers several well-known distributions

such as uniform, exponential, normal, logistic, type I extreme value, and Weibull.

Example 1 (Generalized Pareto distribution). Given our assumption of a weakly

increasing hazard rate, when H takes the generalized Pareto distribution (GPD)

form, it can be written as6

H (b) =

1−
(

1− ε(b−b)
σ

) 1
ε

if ε > 0

1− e−
b−b
σ if ε = 0

over the support b ≤ b ≤ b, where b = b + σ
ε
. Note λ (b) = σ − ε (b− b). Then (2)

implies

f ∗ =
c+ σ + ε (b+ ∆s + ∆m)

1 + ε

so f ∗ = c+b+σ+∆s+∆m

2
when ε = 1 (uniform distribution) and f ∗ = c+ σ when ε = 0

(exponential distribution).

We next determine the efficient fee. A consumer with b ≥ f −∆s −∆m chooses

M , and shops directly otherwise. So total welfare is

W =

∫ b

f−∆s−∆m

(φM + b− c)dH(b) +

∫ f−∆s−∆m

b

φDdH(b).

Differentiating W with respect to f gives the derivative

−(f −∆m − c)h (f −∆s −∆m) .

Given second-order conditions clearly hold, setting the derivative above equal to

zero implies the following result.7

Proposition 2. (The planner’s welfare maximizing fee)

6To make our results easier to interpret, we define the shape parameter ε so it is non-negative,
with a higher value of ε representing a more concave distribution for H.

7In case b ≥ c−∆s, efficiency requires all consumers use the platform. The fee proposed in (3)
induces such an outcome, even though a range of fees around that level would also induce the same
outcome. A parallel argument holds when b < c −∆s such that efficiency requires no consumers
use the platform.
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The planner which can only control the platform’s fee and not firms’ final prices

maximizes total welfare by setting

f e = c+ ∆m. (3)

Proposition 2 says from an efficiency perspective, M ’s fee should be set above

its marginal cost by the extent to which it lowers firms’ margins. The result is

simple yet surprising at first glance. Why should the efficient fee be anything other

than M ’s marginal cost? Indeed, the only difference in the price consumers should

face across the two channels is the marginal cost c that M faces to provide its

intermediation service. However, given markups are lower on M (i.e., ∆m > 0), in

equilibrium the difference in the price consumers face across the two channels will

be less than c if M ’s fee is regulated to c, which is why the efficient fee is higher

than c in order to restore the correct price differential. Put differently, the markup

differential makes consumers favor M , and as a result too many consumers choose

M . The social planner uses a fee above cost to correct for this distortion. Formally,

if f = c, consumers will choose M if φM − c − µM + b ≥ φD − µD, whereas in the

efficient outcome, consumers should choose M if and only if φM − c + b ≥ φD (i.e.

the difference in margins is removed in the efficient solution).8

Another way to understand why the efficient fee exceeds c is in terms of ex-

ternalities. When consumers decide to use M , they do not take into account the

negative effect of their choice on firms who earn lower margins on this channel. If

they did, there would be no need for the fee to be set above c. By setting a higher

fee, consumers pay a tax for using M that equals the loss in firms’ margins that

results from their choice, thereby getting them to internalize the full effects of their

choice.

The efficient fee f e that we identify is relatively easy to implement. Note that

the formula in (3) can be re-written as

f e = c+ ∆m = c+ pD − (pM − f ∗) = c+ f ∗ + pD − pM . (4)

Each of pD, pM , and f ∗ should be directly observable, so the regulation only requires

working out the platform’s marginal cost of providing the relevant service, which

may be considered negligible for some digital platforms.

8Even if consumers are homogenous with respect to b, so M would set f = ∆s + ∆m + b and
all consumers would use M , the efficient fee formula in (3) remains relevant. Efficiency requires
consumers use M if and only if ∆s + b ≥ c, a condition that is ensured by (3).
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In practice, consumers might sometimes not find any product they like in the

direct market, in which case pD may overstate the margin that firms earn in the

direct market. For example, suppose consumers, if shopping directly, can only find

a desired product category with probability γ ∈ (0, 1); they subsequently obtain a

utility φD − µD in this case. With probability 1− γ, the desired category does not

exist in the direct market and the consumer obtains a zero utility. So a consumer

only gets expected utility γ(φD − µD) on the direct channel. In this case we can

redefine ∆s = φM −γφD and ∆m = γµD−µM . The efficient fee is still f e = c+ ∆m,

but now ∆m is lower, which implies the efficient fee is lower than when γ = 1.

We can directly compare our characterization of the efficient fee to that in Gomes

and Mantovani (2022) by assuming, as they do, c = 0. In their mature market

setting in which there is no positive latent demand, and assuming competition is

determined by the random-utility framework in which consumers get to see nD firms

(with i.i.d. match value ξ and cumulative distribution function G(ξ)) in the direct

market and n such firms on the platform, they find the efficient fee equals ∆s + bf ,

where

∆s = β

(∫ ξ

ξ

ξdG(ξ)n −
∫ ξ

ξ

ξdG(ξ)nD

)
(5)

and bf is the convenience benefit they assume firms get from on-platform transac-

tions.9 This compares to the efficient fee in our setting for the same competition

model, which is ∆m, where

∆m = β

 1

nD
∫ ξ
ξ
g(ξ)dG(ξ)nD−1

− 1

n
∫ ξ
ξ
g(ξ)dG(ξ)n−1

 . (6)

The parameters β, nD and n have the same qualitative effects on the efficient fee

across both settings, although for very different reasons. In Gomes and Mantovani,

this is via the surplus differential, which provides a reason to make sure the plat-

form will want to invest in providing its service when it is efficient to do so, which is

achieved by setting a sufficiently positive fee. In our setting, this is via the markup

differential, which requires a sufficiently positive fee to offset excessive use of the

platform by consumers. Another difference is that allowing firms to enjoy a conve-

nience benefit bf would not change our efficient fee formula (3) since such a benefit

would be like a negative marginal cost for firms — it would lower their equilibrium

prices on M since it is fully passed through by firms, which would induce consumers

9The derivation of (5)-(6) is given in the Online Appendix.
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to correctly take it into account when deciding which channel to choose.

The next proposition compares the equilibrium fee in (2) and the efficient fee in

(3).

Proposition 3. (Comparison of fees) The profit-maximizing fee exceeds the efficient

fee if and only if λ (c−∆s) ≥ ∆m.

Proposition 3 does not rule out the possibility that M ’s monopoly fee is lower

than the efficient fee. A necessary condition for f ∗ ≤ f e is that ∆m > 0; i.e.

that the margins are strictly lower on M . A case where M ’s fee is always too low

is when M ’s added social value does not cover its marginal cost so ∆s ≤ c and

it is always costly to choose so b = 0. The planner would then prefer a higher

fee to reduce the number of consumers going to M . This also implies a platform

that drastically reduces markups while producing little or no gains in gross surplus,

may in fact decrease welfare, as consumers over-use it (in the sense that for many

transactions the social gain is less than the marginal cost). Underlying this result is

that individual firms cannot circumvent M by delisting and redirecting consumers

to their direct channel. This reflects our assumption that each individual firm’s

delisting decisions are not observable, and which more generally captures the idea

that each individual firm is small. If firms were large and established, a platform

that destroys welfare would unlikely be able to exist because each such firm could

redirect its consumers to its direct channel via delisting.

Given the marginal cost of digital platforms c is likely to be small, and platforms

do provide significant benefits to help consumers better search for firms as well as

providing other convenience benefits for some consumers, we don’t think the above

case is very relevant for the types of platforms that regulators are concerned about.

The possibility that the monopoly platform fee is too low is even less likely to be

relevant when we consider objective functions that put less weight on the platform’s

profit (as shown in Section 3.2). Moreover, by imposing the efficient fee formula (3)

as a cap on the fee the platform is allowed to set, the regulation only binds in case

the platform indeed sets its fee too high.

When H takes the GPD form, we can show M ’s monopoly fee exceeds the

efficient fee under a fairly weak condition.

Proposition 4. (Comparison of fees under Generalized Pareto distribution) When

H takes the GPD form, M ’s monopoly fee f ∗ exceeds the efficient fee f e if and only
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if the platform creates positive welfare when its fee is set at its marginal cost c,

∫ b

c−(∆s+∆m)

(∆s + b− c)dH(b) > 0, (7)

or equivalently,

σ + ε (b+ ∆s − c) ≥ ∆m. (8)

The condition in Proposition 4 just says the additional total surplus generated

by M is positive when its fee is set at c. To the extent this is expected to be true,

it lends support to the view that we would expect such platforms to set their fees

too high.

3.1 Comparative statics

The condition in (8) depends on both ∆m and ∆s, as well as the parameters that

define H. Since both ∆m and ∆s depend on the underlying primitives of competition

arising in each channel, we can ask how changes in the primitives of competition

affect the tendency for M to set its fee too high. We do this by defining the tendency

of M to set its fee too high as the difference between the two sides of (8), which is

L = σ + ε (b+ ∆s − c)−∆m,

and considering how L changes in the primitives for each of our three competition

applications from Section 2. An increase in L means the tradeoff shifts towards the

unregulated fee becoming more excessive. For a change in some parameter x, we

have
∂L

∂x
= ε

∂∆s

∂x
− ∂∆m

∂x
, (9)

where recall ε ≥ 0 given our increasing hazard rate assumption. This implies changes

in competition primitives will have an ambiguous effect on the tendency for M to set

its fee too high as changes in these primitives tend to affect the surplus differential

and markup differential in the same direction. We illustrate this by evaluating (9)

for each of the three applications we introduced previously (the sequential search

model, random utility model and circular city model).10

10For brevity, we have only stated shortened results here. The full statement of comparative
static results along with the proof of the Proposition is given in the Online Appendix.
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Proposition 5. (Comparative statics) Our measure of the tendency for the plat-

form to set its fee too high (L) decreases with the primitives of the respective com-

petition models in the following way:

� Sequential search model: If the distribution G of iid match values is also GPD

with parameters bG, εG, and σG, then a decrease in search costs sM on the

platform or an increase in search costs sD in the direct channel decreases L if

and only if ε < εG.

� Random-utility model: An increase in product differentiation between firms, an

increase in the number of firms n that consumers can evaluate on the platform

channel, or a decrease in the number of firms nD that consumers can evaluate

in the direct channel decreases L if and only if ε is not too positive.

� Circular-city model: An increase in the number of firms listed on M or a

decrease in product differentiation (t) between firms decreases L if and only if

ε < 4.

The main result from Proposition 5 is that M ’s tendency of setting an excessive

fee decreases with the competitiveness on M relative to the direct channel provided

H is not too concave. An increase in the relative competitiveness on M implies that

the markup differential (∆m) and the surplus differential (∆s) both increase, as M ’s

advantage over the direct channel becomes even stronger. But note from Proposition

3 that ∆m and ∆s have opposite effects in determining whether the equilibrium fee

is excessive. An increase in ∆s leads to an increase in the equilibrium fee (although

not one-for-one given log-concave demand), but has no effect on the efficient fee

as consumers already take into account the surplus differential when making their

choice of channel. On the other hand, an increase in ∆m leads to an increase in the

efficient fee (one-for-one) but it doesn’t get fully passed through into the equilibrium

fee (given log-concave demand) so doesn’t increase the equilibrium fee as much.

This means an increase in ∆s shifts the tradeoff towards the equilibrium fee being

too high, while an increase in ∆m shifts the tradeoff towards the equilibrium fee

being too low. When H is not too concave, the demand faced by M (i.e., 1 − H)

will be sufficiently concave, and the pass-through of changes in ∆s and ∆m to the

equilibrium fee will be small, implying the result will be dominated by the effect of

∆m on the efficient fee. Thus, the increase in the markup differential as a result of

an increase in the relative competitiveness on M pushes up the efficient fee relative

to the equilibrium fee, and results in less excessive fees.
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3.2 Different welfare objectives

So far, when evaluating welfare we have used a total welfare standard. However,

often policymakers will want to put more weight on the surplus of consumers than

that of a monopoly firm selling to those consumers. In a two-sided platform setting,

the platform’s customers consist of the users on both sides of the platform (here both

final consumers and the competing firms that want to reach them). The interests

of the firm side of the platform may be particularly relevant in a setting where

the firms involved are often individuals or small businesses. Thus, it is natural to

explore how fees should be set when less weight is put on the platform’s profit than

that of its users (consumers and firms).

To keep things general initially, consider the weighted average of the different

surplus components making up total surplus, which can be written as

Ww =wc

(∫ b

f−(∆s+∆m)

(φM + b− f − µM)dH(b) +

∫ f−(∆s+∆m)

b

(φD − µD) dH(b)

)

+ wf

(∫ b

f−(∆s+∆m)

µMdH(b) +

∫ f−(∆s+∆m)

b

µDdH(b)

)

+ wm

∫ b

f−(∆s+∆m)

(f − c) dH(b),

where the terms in the expression are consumer surplus (the first line), firms’ total

profit (the second line), and platform profit (the third line), and the respective

weights satisfy wc + wf + wm = 1. After simplifying, the derivative of Ww with

respect to f is

wf∆mh (f − (∆s + ∆m))− wc (1−H (f − (∆s + ∆m))) (10)

+wm (1−H (f − (∆s + ∆m))− (f − c)h (f − (∆s + ∆m))) .

We consider several different special cases.

3.2.1 Consumer surplus only

Clearly if wf = 0 and wm = 0, so the planner is only interested in maximizing

the surplus of end consumers, then the planner should regulate f as low as possible

subject to M still operating. We take this to be equal to its marginal cost, although

obviously if M has fixed costs to cover, then the fee would need to be set based on
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cost recovery (e.g. long-run marginal costs or average costs). The only reason to set

a higher fee is to get consumers to internalize the profit of firms and/or M , which

are absent here. Thus, we have:

Proposition 6. (Consumer surplus standard) The fee that maximizes consumer

surplus while ensuring the platform covers its cost is f cs = c.

Even though consumers are best off when the fee is set as low as possible, the

existence of M always makes consumers better off, even at its profit-maximizing

fee. This reflects that consumers are always free to choose the channel which makes

them better off, and in our setting without price parity, there is no externality

from M ’s existence on pricing in the direct channel. This is why the fee maximizing

consumer surplus should be as low as possible while ensuring the platform still wants

to operate.

3.2.2 Consumer and platform surplus only

As a benchmark to understand our more general welfare result, it is also useful

to consider welfare absent firms’ surplus (i.e. wf = 0, with wf = wm). Then the

derivative of Ww with respect to f is − (f − c)h (f − (∆s + ∆m)), so we have:

Proposition 7. (Ignoring firms’ surplus) The fee that maximizes consumer surplus

and platform profit is f cp = c.

This shows that it is the interests of third-party suppliers (i.e. the firms) that

causes the efficient fee to deviate from simply being set based on M ’s marginal costs.

3.2.3 Total user surplus

Next suppose wm = 0, so we are only interested in total user surplus (or more

generally, some weighted average of consumer plus firm surplus); i.e., we ignore M ’s

profit altogether. In this case we find:

Proposition 8. (Total user surplus standard) The fee that maximizes a weighted

average of consumer surplus and firms’ profit while ensuring the platform covers its

cost is either the lowest feasible fee fus = c (so that the platform can just cover its

costs) or any fee such that fus ≥ b + ∆s + ∆m (so that no consumers will go to

the platform). In case the standard is total user surplus (wc = wf), the planner

strictly prefers the low fee (i.e., fus = c) if and only if the existence of the platform

increases total welfare when its fee is set at marginal cost; i.e., (7) holds.
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The first part of the proposition shows that any weighted average of consumer

surplus and firm profit has a U-shape, with the planner preferring either the lowest

feasible fee, which just allows M to cover its costs, or any fee high enough that even

the consumer with the highest possible b has no reason to go to M . The second

part of the proposition shows that under reasonable conditions, maximum total user

surplus is achieved with the lowest feasible fee (i.e. fus = c ). With GPD demand

(i.e. H takes the GPD form), Proposition 4 implies this last result also follows

whenever M ’s monopoly fee strictly exceeds the efficient fee.

How can total user surplus ever be increasing in f up to the point where con-

sumers stop coming to M? Like in the total welfare case, the consumer here does

not internalize the additional margin that the firm gets when the consumer trans-

acts directly. This means, from their joint perspective, too many consumers will

transact via M , which suggests a higher fee is needed to reduce the usage of M .

While M ’s existence always makes firms worse off by reducing their profit margin,

this loss becomes smaller as the fee increases as more consumers will choose to trade

directly. In contrast, consumers, as a whole, become better off with M ’s existence,

but decreasingly so when M ’s fee increases and thus price increase on M . When

M ’s fee is at a low level, an increase in the fee decreases total user surplus as many

consumers use M to trade in this case and the loss in consumer surplus outweigh

the increase in firm profit. When M ’s fee is already high, the opposite holds as few

consumers trade via M .

In the environment that we consider, maximizing total user surplus is not a

balanced policy goal as it leads to an outcome either bad for firms , i.e., f = c, or

bad for consumers, i.e., f ≥ ∆m + ∆s + b. Since the total user surplus created by

M is ∫ b

f−(∆s+∆m)

(∆s + b− f)dH(b),

which is U-shaped and equal to zero at f = ∆m+∆s+ b, in order that the existence

of M weakly increases total user surplus, f must satisfy

f ≤ ∆s + b̂ (f) , (11)

where b̂ (f) = E[b|b ≥ f − (∆s + ∆m)] is the expected value of b for consumers using

M given the fee f . If H is strictly log-concave, b̂ (f) is increasing in f but at a

rate less than one. Thus, for strictly log-concave H, (11) implies there will be a

unique cap for f , denoted f c, below which total user surplus is higher whenever M
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operates. That is, f c = ∆s + b̂ (f c), and the existence of M increases total user

surplus for all f < f c. If we also assume (7) holds, so M ’s existence increases total

welfare when its fee is set at marginal cost, then c < f c < ∆m + ∆s + b.

Gomes and Mantovani (2022) show that at their welfare-maximizing fee, the

existence of the platform never reduces total user surplus. This is not always the

case in our setting. To see this, assume b is strictly log-concave GPD distributed on[
b, b
]
, which implies b̂ (f) = f−(∆s+∆m)+σ+εb

1+ε
, and so (11) implies the relevant cap is

f c = b+ ∆s +
σ −∆m

ε
.

Using this as an extra constraint on the regulated fee implies

f reg = min

(
c+ ∆m, b+ ∆s +

σ −∆m

ε

)
.

In the limit case of the exponential distribution (ε→ 0), the extra constraint is not

binding whenever (7) holds, which implies no additional cap is needed beyond f e

to ensure total user surplus is enhanced by the existence of M . More generally, for

high enough ε > 0, the constraint can become binding, in which case the fee should

be set below f e if we want to ensure M ’s existence increases total user surplus.

3.2.4 Weighted average of total surplus

Suppose M ’s profit is maximized at a higher fee than the one maximizing total

welfare (i.e. f ∗ > f e). Then to maximize weighted total surplus where less weight

is put on M ’s profit (wm < 1
3
), which is increasing at f = f e, and more weight is

put on total user surplus (wc = wf >
1
3
), which is decreasing at f = f e, locally at

least, the optimal fee should be set less than f e. A complication arises if weighted

total surplus is U-shaped rather than being single-peaked, which we know from the

previous section happens if no weight is put on M ’s profit. This can be avoided

provided sufficient weight is put on M ’s profit. Then weighted total surplus will

remain maximized for a fee less than f e whenever f ∗ > f e. With GPD demand and

using (10), this is true provided the weight on M ’s profit component of total surplus

is not too much below 1
3

(i.e. wm > ε
2+3ε

).

We can say more when H follows the exponential distribution. Suppose 0 <

wm < wc and wf > 0, so that we consider the surplus of all parties including the

platform, but we put less weight on M ’s profit than consumers. Then second-order
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conditions always hold, and

fw = c+
wf
wm

∆m − σ
(
wc − wm
wm

)
,

with fw < f ∗ if and only if

wcσ > wf∆m.

There are two cases of particular interest for this exponential case (i.e. ε = 0):

� Set wc = 1
3

+ α
3
> wm = wf = 1

3
− α

6
so weigh consumer surplus more heavily

than profit (firms’ and M ’s). Then provided α < 2 so wm > 0 and wf > 0,

fw = c+ ∆m −
3α

2− α
σ

= f e − 3α

2− α
(f ∗ − c) .

� Set wc = wf = 1
3
+ α

6
> wm = 1

3
− α

3
so we weigh the surplus of users (consumers

and firms) more heavily than M ’s profit. Then provided α < 1 so wm > 0,

fw = c+ ∆m −
3α

2 (1− α)
(σ −∆m)

= f e − 3α

2 (1− α)
(f ∗ − f e) .

These results show that when consumer surplus gets more weight than profits

(either of firms or M ’s), the weighted-welfare maximizing fee is necessarily less than

f e, and when the surplus of users (consumers and firms) gets more weight than the

profit of M , this remains true provided M ’s unregulated fee f ∗ exceeds f e. Moreover,

the informational requirements of these two solutions are no more demanding than

for regulating the efficient fee. The planner just has to pick the weights it wants to

put on the different types of participants (i.e. α).

4 Extensions

In this section we consider three important extensions of our baseline model.
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4.1 Incomplete pass-through and elastic demand

Consider the generalization of our baseline model to allow for elastic demand and

incomplete pass-through. In addition to generalizing our efficient fee cap formula,

allowing for incomplete pass-through also provides a way to understand why firms

may prefer lower rather than higher fees.

Consumers get gross utility uj (q) from buying q units from a firm on channel j,

and consumers will buy qj (p) units from the firm on channel j facing a price of p,

where j = M for the platform channel and j = D for the direct channel. Since it

can matter to the results once we relax the assumption of unit demands, we allow

firms to face a marginal cost of d on each channel. They set a symmetric price of

pM (f) and obtain a profit per consumer of πM (f) = (pM (f)− f − d) qM (f), where

with some abuse of notation, we define qM (f) = qM (pM (f)). And suppose, in the

direct channel, they set a symmetric price of pD and obtain a profit per consumer of

πD = (pD − d) qD (pD). Firms therefore will continue to join M since in equilibrium

they must set pM (f) ≥ f + d, given they would not sell at a loss. Consumers get a

corresponding net surplus of uM (f) and uD in the respective channels.

So consumers choose M over the direct channel if uM (f) + b ≥ uD, or equiva-

lently, if

b ≥ Θ (f) ≡ uD − uM (f) .

Consider total welfare, which is

W =

∫ b

Θ(f)

(uM (f) + πM (f) + (f − c) qM (f) + b) dH (b) +

∫ Θ(f)

b

(uD + πD) dH (b) .

The derivative of welfare with respect to f is the sum of two terms: a channel

selection effect

(πD − πM (f)− (f − c) qM (f)) qM (f) p′M (f)h (Θ (f)) , (12)

which comes from the derivative of W through Θ (f) changing with f , and a price

compression effect

(pM (f)− c− d) q′M (f) (1−H (Θ (f))) , (13)

which comes from the derivative of the surplus on M with respect to f for a given

Θ (f). Note we have used that u′M (f) = −qM (f) p′M (f) from the Envelope theorem

from the consumers’ optimization problem to obtain this result.
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The first term (12) captures essentially the same welfare tradeoff from channel

selection as in the baseline model. Thus, it represents the generalization of our earlier

welfare result to handle incomplete pass-through and potentially different levels of

demand in each channel. The second term (13), which is entirely new, captures the

additional welfare gain under elastic demand from lowering the fee to bring down

firms’ prices on M towards marginal cost c+ d.

We will focus on the solution that comes from setting (12) to zero. This is

relevant for several reasons. One is if we just want to understand the effects of

incomplete pass-through and potentially different demand functions in each channel,

but where demand remains inelastic on M (i.e. so q′M (f) = 0). Moreover, we do not

think platform fee regulation is intended to force firms that sell on these platforms

to lower their prices down to their costs, which would amount to some kind of

price regulation on these competing firms rather than regulating the platform’s

intermediation role.11 So it is interesting to focus on the planner’s choice of fee

considering only the channel selection effect. Finally, to the extent that the regulator

does put some weight on the terms in (13), then our fee cap is still useful as an upper

bound on the overall welfare maximizing fee since (13) is always negative provided

pM (f) > c+ d.

Thus, suppose q′M (f) = 0, and we fix demands at qD and qM in the respective

channels. Then the first-order condition (FOC) is

((pD − d) qD − (pM (f)− f − d) qM − (f − c) qM) qMp
′
M (f)h (Θ (f)) = 0.

The planner would set fw such that

fw = c+ (pD − d)
qD
qM
− (pM (fw)− d− fw) = c+ ∆m(fw), (14)

where

∆m (fw) = (pD − d)
qD
qM
− (pM (fw)− d− fw) .

The result suggests a similar formula to our baseline result in (3) applies. The

only difference is that the markup on M now depends on fw and the markup in the

direct channel is scaled by the relative levels of demand in the two channels. Note

that when consumers’ demand levels in each channel are the same (e.g. the case

with unit demands), then the additional scaling factor drops out. Moreover, note

11Note that forcing down firms’ prices has implications for their entry to the market and/or their
investment that would also need to be factored into a full welfare analysis.
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using (14) with the observed markup is still a conservative way to proceed, since it

lies between the efficient fee and M ’s unregulated fee, and provided this exercise is

updated over time, it converges to the efficient fee level. Thus, using (14) where ∆m

is the empirically measured markup is a reasonably robust way to regulate the fee

in the context of incomplete pass-through of fees and potentially different demand

levels on the two channels.

Proposition 9. (Incomplete pass-through) When firms have incomplete pass-through

on M and the demand is inelastic, the welfare-maximizing fee is given by (14). The

fee fw can be implemented by iteratively applying (14), where in each period ∆m(f)

is taken as the previous period’s observed markup differential using the prices, de-

mands and the fee observed in the previous period.

Incomplete pass-through can help explain why firms may argue in favor of lower

fees. With fixed demands, the firms’ total profit is

∫ b

Θ(f)

(pM (f)− f − d) qMdH (b) +

∫ Θ(f)

b

(pD − d) qDdH (b) .

The derivative of this with respect to f is

− ((pM (f)− f − d) qM − (pD − d) qD) p′M (f) qMh (Θ (f))

− (1− p′M (f)) qM (1−H (Θ (f))) .

With incomplete pass-through, the term in the second line above is negative. More-

over, pM (f)− f is decreasing in f under incomplete pass-through, so provided f is

not too high, and the measure of consumers using the platform 1−H (Θ (f)) is high,

then even if the first term is positive, the term in the second line will dominate, and

the firms’ total profit will decrease in f . For f high enough, the term in the first line

will be positive and will dominate, so that the firms’ total profit will increase in f .

However, if the firms collectively argue for regulating a very high fee (e.g. one that

would lead to few consumers using the platform), this may raise anticompetitive

concerns and/or be blocked due to the harm to consumers. Given this, firms may

be better off lobbying for regulators to lower fees.12

12In the Online Appendix we provide a specific model in which there is incomplete pass-through,
and provide a condition for the firms’ total profit to increase as f is lowered below M ’s optimal
fee.
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4.2 Showrooming and comparing regulatory tools

Consider the extension of the Sequential search model in Section 2 where a frac-

tion of consumers ρ can showroom. This means after discovering a firm on M ,

they can costlessly observe its price on each channel and purchase from it in either

channel, or continue searching on M . We assume consumers know whether they

can showroom or not when deciding which channel to use. Firms cannot distinguish

these consumers though, from those coming directly. For this setting, it matters if

we interpret b as a joining cost (or benefit) that consumers get from the platform, so

even if they switch to buy directly they still incur b, or one they obtain only when

making a transaction on the platform. We will focus on the latter interpretation

since it has the realistic property that even if everyone who comes to M can show-

room (i.e. ρ = 1), only some of them will actually showroom (depending on their

specific draw of b and the relative prices across the two channels).13

With 0 < ρ < 1, the pricing of competing firms in this search setting is com-

plicated. Even though each firm cannot influence which consumers go to M in the

first place, they can influence which channel showrooming consumers will complete

their transaction in. This means firms’ pricing in the two channels is mutually de-

termined. However, their pricing remains straightforward in the two extremes. In

the absence of any showrooming (i.e. ρ = 0) we know from the Sequential search

model in Section 2, firms’ equilibrium prices are pM = f + µM and pD = µD, where

µM and µD are defined in that example. With all consumers able to showroom (i.e.

ρ = 1), all consumers would go to M to find their match, but then switch to buy

in the direct channel if their draw of b is sufficiently low. Either way, all search will

be conducted on M , meaning firms will compete their margins in the direct channel

down to be the same as on M (i.e. pM = f + µM and pD = µM). Provided in

the intermediate case (i.e. 0 < ρ < 1), the symmetric prices solving the first-order

conditions of each firm’s maximization problem continue to characterize the equi-

librium, then as we show in the proof of Proposition 10 below, equilibrium prices

satisfy f + µM < pM < f + pD and µM < pD < µD. This implies the equilibrium

price on M is higher when only some consumers can showroom (compared to when

no one can showroom, or everyone can showroom), while the equilibrium price in

the direct channel is lower than the case without any showrooming, but higher than

the case with full showrooming.

13In the Online Appendix, we show Proposition 10 still holds in case b is a joining benefit.
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To characterize the efficient fee in this setting, we make the assumption that

dpM
df

>
dpD
df

, (15)

which just says an increase in M ’s fee causes firms to increase their price on M more

than on the direct channel. This is consistent with firms adjusting relative prices

to shift transactions from M to the direct channel in light of a higher fee. This is

clearly true in the extreme cases noted above, for which dpM
df

= 1 and dpD
df

= 0, and

it will also be true in general for ρ sufficiently close to zero and ρ sufficiently close

to one.14 Among other things, this ensures the planner’s solution is single peaked.

We are now ready to characterize the efficient fee in this setting.

Proposition 10. The welfare-maximizing fee in the presence of showrooming is

lower than that in the case without showrooming, and increasingly so as the fraction

of consumers that can showroom ρ increases. Specifically, the efficient fee satisfies

pM (f e) − pD (f e) = c, and so can still be written in the form f e = c + ∆̃m, with

∆̃m = pD (f e)− (pM (f e)− f e). Here f e is decreasing in ρ, with f e = c+ ∆m when

ρ = 0 and f e = c when ρ = 1.

The result is intuitive. Firms take into account that some fraction of consumers

can be attracted to switch after searching on M . Since these consumers have low

search costs, they search more intensely than the consumers who come directly,

leading firms to lower their direct price compared to the case without showrooming.

This reduces the margin difference between the two channels, and so reduces the

need to set a fee above cost to offset that margin difference. In the limit, with

everyone able to showroom, the markup differential is eliminated, and therefore the

efficient fee, which is still equal to the platform’s marginal cost plus the markup

differential, just equals the platform’s marginal cost.

Taking into account the two types of consumers, we show in the proof of Propo-

sition 10 that welfare at the efficient fee is

W (f e) = (1− ρ)

(∫ b

c−∆s

(φM + b− c)dH(b) +

∫ c−∆s

b

φDdH(b)

)
(16)

+ρ

(∫ b

c

(φM + b− c)dH(b) +

∫ c

b

φMdH(b)

)
.

14These limit results are established in the proof of Proposition 10. We also characterize the
condition for (15) to hold for any 0 < ρ < 1, and establish a sufficient condition for this is that the
density function h is log concave in its argument and µM is sufficiently close to zero.
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Note that for consumers who can showroom, they get the same high match value

regardless of which channel they end up making their purchase on. Showrooming

enhances welfare by allowing consumers to combine the more efficient search tech-

nology of the platform with their preferred channel to make transactions on. This

intuition applies under efficient fee regulation. Indeed, W (f e) is increasing in ρ, so

under fee regulation, welfare is higher when more consumers can showroom.

But what about enabling showrooming as an alternative to fee regulation? For

example, policymakers could prohibit platforms from limiting the ability of suppliers

to direct their customers to their own channels to make transactions. Apple and

Google impose anti-steering rules which prevent most app developers from linking

consumers to their direct channels in their apps. These rules have been challenged.

The judgement in the Epic Games vs. Apple case in the U.S. ruled that Apple must

remove its anti-steering rule, and the DMA would also require the removal of these

rules in Europe.15 This would put pressure on platforms to lower their fees to some

extent, to avoid too much showrooming. Thus, we can compare fee regulation with

a policy that ensures all consumers are able to showroom if they want to.

Formally, this involves comparing (16) with the welfare arising when ρ = 1 but

the platform’s fee is left unregulated. In the latter case, with showrooming fully

enabled, welfare is

Ws =

∫ b

f∗
(φM + b− c)dH(b) +

∫ f∗

b

φMdH(b), (17)

where f ∗ = c+ λ (f ∗). This reflects that when all consumers can showroom, all will

go through M to search. This drives the markup differential and the effective surplus

differential to zero, with pD = µM . Then consumers make their transaction on M

if and only if b > f . Taking this into account, the platform sets f to maximize its

profit (f − c) (1−H (f)), which gives rise to the fee f ∗ and the welfare expression

in (17).

Since f ∗ > c > c−∆s, we have

Ws−W (f e) = (1− ρ)

(∫ c−∆s

b

∆sdH (b) +

∫ c

c−∆s

(c− b) dH (b)

)
−
∫ f∗

c

(b−c)dH(b).

15Article 5(4) of the DMA requires “The gatekeeper shall allow business users, free of charge,
to communicate and promote offers, including under different conditions, to end users acquired
via its core platform service or through other channels, and to conclude contracts with those end
users.”
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Clearly this is decreasing in ρ and is negative for ρ sufficiently close to one. Thus,

it follows that:

Proposition 11. Regulating the platform’s fee at the efficient fee level increases

total welfare more than a policy that ensures all consumers are free to showroom

provided that enough consumers are free to showroom before the policy is enacted.

Combining both policies (efficient fee regulation and enabling showrooming) always

leads to higher welfare than either policy alone.

Without ρ sufficiently close to one, the sign of Ws −W (f e) will be ambiguous.

This reflects a tradeoff between three effects of enabling all consumers to showroom

rather than regulating the fee at the efficient level: (i) for the additional 1 − ρ

consumers that can now showroom, it creates additional surplus of ∆s as they can

utilize the better search technology on M ; (ii) for the additional 1 − ρ consumers

that can now showroom, it creates additional surplus of c − b on the transactions

they were previously making on M since these transactions should have occurred

directly with the same firm given b < c; (iii) for all consumers, it causes a loss of b−c
on the transactions where c < b < f ∗ which are inefficiently shifted to the direct

channel as firms try to avoid the platform’s monopoly fee. Thus, in general, it may

not be clear which individual policy is better. On the other hand, by combining

both policies to enable showrooming and fee regulation, the planner can remove the

last distortion, and only the two positive effects would remain.

4.3 Platform competition

In this section we explore whether platform competition reduces the need for

platform fee regulation. To do so, suppose there are two competing platforms M1

and M2, as well as a direct channel. A consumer’s utility of shopping directly is still

φD − pD = φD − µD. Given that firms can price discriminate across channels, they

will join both platforms, which makes them at least weakly better off. A consumer’s

utility of using M1 is

φM − pM1 + b+ tν1

and her utility of using M2 is

φM − pM2 + b+ tν2,
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where ν1 ≥ 0 and ν2 ≥ 0 are platform-specific benefits. These benefits are indepen-

dently drawn for each consumer from a distribution function with mean E[ν]. The

difference ∆ν ≡ ν1−ν2 is assumed to be symmetrically distributed around zero and

therefore E[∆ν] = 0. Let G∆ν be the distribution function for ∆ν and assume it

has a weakly increasing hazard rate with corresponding density function g∆ν . The

parameter t is akin to the standard mismatch parameter in the Hotelling model.

To simplify the analysis, we assume that b is sunk once consumers have decided

to shop using platforms. For tractability, a consumer’s decision is determined by a

two-stage process in stage 2 of the original game:

Stage 2a: Consumers choose between either the direct channel or the platform

channel. Consumers do not observe ν1 and ν2 at this stage. They draw b,

observe f1 and f2 (or the modal prices on M1, M2, and the direct channel),

and decide whether to shop directly or use a platform.

Stage 2b: Consumers choose between M1 and M2. Consumers who chose the plat-

form channel in stage 1 observe the realizations of ν1 and ν2 and decide which

platform to use.

Similar to our baseline model, consumers only learn firms’ channel and price

choices after deciding which channel they will visit. Thus, consumers’ channel

choices are unaffected by firms’ actual choices of which channels to join and what

prices to set.

In the Appendix we prove the following result.

Proposition 12. The equilibrium fee under platform competition f ∗ satisfies f ∗ <

f̂ , where

f̂ = c+
t

2g∆ν(0)
, (18)

is the standard competitive fee in the pseudo-equilibrium where consumers’ stage-2a

choice about whether to shop directly or on platforms is ignored by platforms when

setting fees.

The proposition shows that in our setting (where consumers choose whether to

use the direct channel or not, and if not, between the two platforms), platform

competition leads to a lower fee than the one arising from platform competition in

the absence of a direct channel. This is natural since here the direct channel acts
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like an additional competitive constraint on the fee that platforms would want to

charge to attract consumers to their platform in the first place. The upper bound

fee in (18) is low if the mismatch cost of not using the ideal platform is low (i.e.,

t is low) or many consumers do not have a strong preference towards one of the

platforms over the other (i.e., g∆ν(0) is large).

In this framework, the efficient fee remains the same as in the monopoly case

as it only depends on c and ∆m, which are unchanged by platform competition.16

Therefore, to determine if putting a cap on fees could improve welfare, we need

to compare f ∗ with f e = c + ∆m. Given f ∗ < f̂ , a sufficient condition for a fee

cap to be unnecessary is that f e = c + ∆m > c + t
2g∆ν(0)

= f̂ , which is equivalent

to ∆m > t
2g∆ν(0)

. Clearly, this inequality will be true for intense enough platform

competition (so low enough t or high enough g∆ν(0)), meaning with sufficient plat-

form competition, a fee cap would be unnecessary. If platform competition is not

intense enough, our existing fee cap formula may still be needed to bring down the

platforms’ fees.

5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a simple yet flexible framework for studying the regulation

of the fee a platform charges to suppliers when transactions can be done both di-

rectly between suppliers and consumers, and indirectly via the platform. Taking

into account that suppliers have lower markups on the platform than in the direct

channel due to intensified competition, we find the efficient fee exceeds the plat-

form’s marginal cost by the difference in markups across the two channels. This can

reduce the fee set by a monopoly platform which tries to extract too much of the

surplus it creates, while eliminating the otherwise excessive use of the platform by

consumers if the fee were instead set at the platform’s marginal cost.

The simple characterization of the efficient fee we offer is relatively easy to im-

plement and robust to some obvious extensions: for example, it is robust to partial

pass-through of fee changes or when some consumers can showroom, switching to

complete their transaction on the direct channel after searching on the platform. In

other cases, it provides an upper bound on the welfare-maximizing fee, such as when

consumer demand is elastic or when the welfare objective puts less weight on the

platform’s profit compared to that of suppliers and consumers. Thus, it still serves

as a useful fee cap in such cases.

16In the welfare expressions, however, φM needs to be replaced by φM + tE[max{ν1, ν2}].
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In capping platform fees, it is important to be cognizant of that the platform’s

business model might adjust in response. One risk with regulating the platform fee

too low in a marketplace context is that the platform may then decide to foreclose

third-party suppliers by selling its own versions of products, and either steer con-

sumers to its own versions (self-preferencing) or closing down their marketplace to

third-party suppliers altogether. This could create new welfare losses: acting as a

reseller, the platform may have higher costs, provide inferior products, or not be

able to offer as much choice as that provided by a market of third-party suppliers.

The fact that the platform previously preferred the marketplace model despite sup-

pliers being left with positive margins implies there must have been some efficiencies

from that model, so the regulator may want to avoid driving fees too low with this

in mind. However, realistically, the platform is unlikely to aggressively close down

access to suppliers on its platform as that could open the opportunity for a rival

platform to emerge offering a marketplace for such suppliers.

A more likely risk therefore is that the platform will try to increase other fees

instead. In a marketplace context, the platform could increase fees suppliers pay

to be promoted or discovered on the marketplace, or fees for suppliers to be listed.

While these alternative fees may not always be passed through to consumers and

so do not necessarily raise the same issue of distorting consumer choices between

channels as the fees we focused on, they may be less efficient ways for the platform

to extract surplus. To avoid unintended consequences from an inefficient change in

business model, the fee regulation might therefore need to apply as a global cap on

the average fee per unit (or per dollar) of transactions, so any attempt to recover

fee revenues in other ways would not benefit the platform.

In contrast to Gomes and Mantovani (2022), we have focused on the case where

price parity does not hold, so suppliers are free to set different prices across different

channels. If suppliers are actually restricted in their price setting, our formula for

the efficient fee does not apply. The efficient fee in this case should instead be

determined by a framework in which the price parity is taken into account directly,

such as in Gomes and Mantovani. It remains, however, to consider the possibility of

partial price parity, where some transactions are subject to price parity and others

are not, and whether combining their cap with ours would be useful in such a setting.

Appendix.
Proof of Proposition 1. Note that the left-hand side (LHS) of (2) strictly increases

from 0 to∞ when f increases from 0 to∞. The right-hand side (RHS) of (2) weakly
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decreases in f given λ is weakly decreasing (from the assumed weakly increasing

hazard rate). Moreover, the RHS of (2) either decreases from a value greater than

c to c when f increases from 0 to ∞ if λ strictly decreases in f , or is a positive

constant if λ is constant. As a result there is a unique solution to (2) which satisfies

the stated condition. �

Proof of Proposition 3. Compare f ∗ in (2) and f e in (3). Notice that the

term λ(f − ∆s − ∆m) in (2) strictly decreases in f unless H(b) is an exponential

distribution in which case λ is a constant. Then we must have

f e ≤ f ∗ ⇔ c+ λ(f e −∆s −∆m) ≥ c+ λ(f ∗ −∆s −∆m) = f ∗ ≥ f e = c+ ∆m

⇔ λ(c−∆s) ≥ ∆m.

�

Proof of Proposition 4. For GPD demand, the total surplus generated by M

when f = c is

∫ b

c−(∆s+∆m)

(∆s+b−c)dH(b) =
( ε
σ

(
b+ ∆s + ∆m − c

)) 1
ε

(
σ + ε (b+ ∆s − c)−∆m

1 + ε

)
.

Using (1), the first term in large brackets is positive. Thus, the whole expression

is positive iff σ + ε (b+ ∆s − c) > ∆m, which from (8) is the same condition for

f ∗ > f e. �

Proof of Proposition 8. Let W us = Ww when wm = 0. Differentiating W us with

respect to f we get

dW us

df
= wf∆mh (f − (∆s + ∆m))− wc (1−H (f − (∆s + ∆m))) .

Define f where

wcλ (f − (∆s + ∆m)) = wf∆m

as the unique value fus. We have dWus

df
= h (f − (∆s + ∆m)) [wf∆m − wcλ (f − (∆s + ∆m))].

Suppose λ is strictly decreasing in f . If f < fus, wcλ (f − (∆s + ∆m)) > wf∆m and
dWus

df
< 0, and vice-versa when f > fus. So fus characterizes a minimum. The plan-

ner will either want to set f as low as possible (subject to M wanting to operate)

or as high as possible so that no consumer would go to M . In case λ is constant,

the optimal solution is still one of the two extremes as W us is monotone in f in this
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case. Comparing W us across the two extreme values of f assuming wc = wf we get

(7). �

Proof of Proposition 9. Let f0 denote the initial fee before regulation, which if

it is unregulated should equal f ∗, but we allow to be some other level as well. Then

applying the regulation in period 1 would imply f 1 = c+∆m (f 0). Given incomplete

pass-through, ∆m (f) is increasing in f at a rate less than one. Suppose first that

f 0 > fw. This implies ∆m (f 0) > ∆m (fw) and so f 1 = c+ ∆m (f 0) > c+ ∆m (fw).

Also since fw = c + ∆m (fw), we must have f 0 > c + ∆m (f 0). Thus, using f 1 =

c + ∆m (f 0) implies the regulated fee would be between fw and f 0. Alternatively

if f 0 < fw, by a parallel argument, using f 1 = c + ∆m (f 0) implies the regulated

fee would be between f 0 and fw. Iterating over time, if f t−1 < fw, f t ∈ (f t−1, fw),

while if f t−1 > fw, f t ∈ (fw, f t−1), showing that the regulated fee converges towards

the efficient fee. �

Proof of Proposition 10. Let the fraction ρ of consumers who can showroom be

called showrooming consumers, and the fraction 1− ρ of consumers who cannot be

called regular consumers. Given the benefit b is obtained from making a transaction,

all showrooming consumers first visit M and then decide which channel to purchase

on.

We start by determining the demand function of an individual firm i that sets

piD and piM . For regular consumers who visit M , they choose to buy from i if

vi− piM ≥ xM − pM . For regular consumers who search directly, they buy from firm

i if vi− piD ≥ xD − pD. For showrooming consumers, their value of not buying from

i but continuing to search on M is xM − min{pM − b, pD}. Thus, they buy from

firm i on M if piM − b ≤ piD and

vi ≥ piM − b+ xM −min{pM − b, pD},

buy from firm i directly if piM − b > piD and

vi ≥ piD + xM −min{pM − b, pD},

and continue to search on M otherwise. Firm i’s demand has four parts: (i) de-

mand from regular consumers who buy on M DrM ≡ (1 − ρ)(1 − H(f − ∆s −
∆̃m))

1−G(xM−pM+piM )

1−G(xM )
, where ∆̃m ≡ pD − (pM − f); (ii) demand from regular con-

sumers who buy directly DrD ≡ (1−ρ)H(f −∆s− ∆̃m)
1−G(xD−pD+piD)

1−G(xD)
; (iii) demand
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from showrooming consumers who buy from i on M

DsM ≡ ρ

∫ b

piM−p
i
D

(
1−G(piM − b+ xM −min{pM − b, pD})

1−G(xM)

)
dH(b);

and (iv) demand from showrooming consumers who switch and buy from i

DsD ≡ ρ

∫ piM−p
i
D

b

(
1−G(piD + xM −min{pM − b, pD})

1−G(xM)

)
dH(b).

Firm i solves

max
piD,p

i
M

piD(DrD +DsD) + (piM − f)(DrM +DsM)

Focusing on a solution with symmetric prices, the FOC with respect to piM can be

written

((1− ρ)(1−H(pM − pD −∆s)) + ρ (1−H(pM − pD)))

(
pM − f
µM

− 1

)
(19)

= −ρ(pM − f − pD)h(pM − pD),

and the FOC with respect to piD can be written

(1− ρ)H(pM − pD −∆s)

(
1− pD

µD

)
+ ρH(pM − pD)

(
1− pD

µM

)
(20)

= −ρ(pM − f − pD)h(pM − pD).

As noted in Section 4.2, we assume the solutions to these FOCs characterize the

equilibrium (symmetric) prices pM and pD.

We first derive some inequalities on each of the equilibrium prices. Suppose

pM ≥ f + pD so the RHS of (19) is non-positive. For the LHS of (19) to also be

non-positive requires pM ≤ f + µM . Since the RHS of (20) is also non-positive, for

the LHS of (19) to also be non-positive requires pD > µM . But pM ≥ f + pD and

pD > µM imply pM > f + µM , contradicting that pM ≤ f + µM . Thus, we must

have (i) pM < f + pD. Then (19) implies we must have (ii) pM > f + µM , and

(20) implies we must have (iii) pD < µD. Finally, if pD < µM , then since we have

pM < f + pD from (i), this implies pM < f + µM which contradicts (ii). Thus, we

must have (iv) pD > µM . Thus, (i)-(iv) establishes the properties noted in the text

of Section 4.2.
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Now consider welfare. Taking into account the two types of consumers, welfare

is

W = (1− ρ)

(∫ b

pM−pD−∆s

(φM + b− c)dH(b) +

∫ pM−pD−∆s

b

φDdH(b)

)
(21)

+ρ

(∫ b

pM−pD
(φM + b− c)dH(b) +

∫ pM−pD

b

φMdH(b)

)
.

Differentiating with respect to f and noting that both pM and pD can vary with f ,

we get the FOC for the efficient fee f e:

(pM − pD − c) ((1− ρ)h(pM − pD −∆s) + ρh(pM − pD))

(
dpD
df
− dpM

df

)
= 0.

Given our assumption that dpM
df

> dpD
df

, there is a unique solution to the FOC given

by pM (f e) = c + pD (f e), or equivalently, f e = c + ∆̃m, with ∆̃m = pD (f e) −
(pM (f e)− f e). Note the condition dpM

df
> dpD

df
implies for any lower f , dW

df
> 0, and

for any higher f , dW
df

< 0, so f e is indeed the welfare maximizing fee.

Next we show conditions under which dpM
df

> dpD
df

holds. To do so, define x ≡
pM−pD. After substituting in x for pM−pD in (19) using pM = x+pD , we can solve

(19) for pD. Substituting this pD into (20) and rearranging implies x is determined

by

(1− ρ)

(
µD − µM

µD

)
+ (x− f) y (x) = 0, (22)

where

y (x) =
ρh (x)

H(x−∆s)
+

(
(1− ρ)

µM
µD

+ ρ
H(x)

H(x−∆s)

)
×(

ρh(x)

(1− ρ)(1−H(x−∆s)) + ρ (1−H(x))
+

1

µM

)
.

Totally differentiating (22), we get

dx

df
=

y (x)2

y (x)2 − (1− ρ)
(
µD−µM
µD

)
y′ (x)

.

Note as ρ→ 0, we get y′ (x)→ 0 and so dx
df
→ 1, and as ρ→ 1, dx

df
→ 1, which show

the limit results noted in the text of Section 4.2 hold. More generally, given that

x − f < 0, it follows that dx
df
> 0 for 0 < ρ < 1 provided y′ (x) is not too positive.
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This requirement is satisfied if µM is sufficiently close to zero since then the sign

of y′ (x) is determined by the sign of
[

H(x)
H(x−∆s)

]′
, which is negative given h is log

concave, thus establishing the result in footnote 14.

To show a higher ρ decreases f e, note given H(x) > H (x−∆s) and µD > µM ,

y (x) will be increasing in ρ. Since y (x) is multiplied by x − f in (22), which is

negative, this together with the fact that the first term in (22) is decreasing in

ρ implies that the LHS of (22) would become negative if x − f didn’t change in

response to an increase in ρ. Thus, if f e didn’t change in response to a higher ρ,

we would need an increase in x for (22) to hold. Since x = c at the initial f e, this

implies x > c after the increase in ρ. Thus, to decrease x so that x = c, which is

required for welfare maximization, f must decrease given dx
df
> 0. This proves that

f e is decreasing in ρ.

Finally, substituting pM (f e)− pD (f e) = c into (21) implies (16) as required. �

Proof of Proposition 12.

In stage 2a, a consumer chooses the platform channel over the direct channel iff

φM + b+ E[max {tv1 − pM (f1) , tv2 − pM (f2)}] ≥ φD − µD,

where pM(f) = f + λ(xM). Then, we have

∆s + ∆m + b+ E[max {tv1 − f1, tv2 − f2}] ≥ 0. (23)

In stage 2b, ν1 and ν2 are realized. Note that from (23), for a consumer who

chooses to compare platforms rather than shopping directly, the ex-ante expected

utility of shopping on a platform must be positive since φD−µD ≥ 0. However, the

realized ν1 and ν2 might be lower than E[ν]. But the consumer will still choose a

platform to make purchases as b is assumed to be sunk. In stage 2b, the consumer’s

equilibrium utility φM − p∗M + tνi will be positive if φM − p∗M ≥ 0. This will be true

if φM is sufficiently large. In stage 2b, a consumer prefers M1 to M2 iff

φM − pM1 + tν1 ≥ φM − pM2 + tν2 ⇔ ∆ν ≥ f1 − f2

t
.

Let us characterize the symmetric equilibrium fee f ∗ = f ∗1 = f ∗2 . First, consider

the pseudo-equilibrium where consumers’ stage-2a choice about shopping channels

are ignored. Suppose the other platform sets the symmetric pseudo equilibrium fee
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f̂ . Then Mi solves

max
fi

{
(fi − c)

(
1−G∆ν

(
fi − f̂
t

))}
.

Taking the logarithm of the objective function and applying the first order condition,

we obtain
1

fi − c
−

1
t
g∆ν(

fi−f̂
t

)

1−G∆ν(
fi−f̂
t

)
= 0. (24)

Setting fi = f̂ implies (18) in Proposition 12. Here, we used the fact G∆ν(0) = 1/2.

We now check whether the pseudo equilibrium fee continues to be the equilibrium

fee in the full model. Note that if Mj sets fj = f̂ defined in (18), Mi has no incentive

to set fi > f̂ since its loss in profit from setting fi > f̂ is even greater than in the

analysis when stage 1 consumer choices are ignored (as a higher fi will decrease the

measure of consumers who come to either platform). However, when Mi sets fi ≤ f̂ ,

its actual profit is

(fi − c)

(
1−G∆ν

(
fi − f̂
t

))(
1−H(−E[max{tν1 − f1, tν2 − f̂}]−∆s −∆m)

)
.

Let y(f1) ≡ −E[max{tν1 − f1, tν2 − f̂}] − ∆s − ∆m. Note that y′(f1) > 0. An

increase in f1 leads to a lower expected value of max{tν1−f1, tν2−f̂} as the resulting

distribution will be first-order stochastically dominated by the initial distribution.

Take the logarithm of Mi’s profit function above and apply the first order condition

1

fi − c
−

1
t
g∆ν(

fi−f̂
t

)

1−G∆ν(
fi−f̂
t

)
=

y′(fi)

λ(y(fi))
, (25)

where recall λ is the inverse hazard rate which is assumed weakly decreasing in its

argument. Compare (25) with (24). The LHS of (25) is zero at fi = f̂ but the

RHS is positive for any fi including f1 = f̂ . Moreover, the LHS is decreasing in

fi, since the hazard rate of H∆v is assumed weakly increasing. Thus, the only way

for the two sides to be equal is if fi < f̂ so the LHS can also be positive. Note

the LHS decreases from ∞ to 0 when f1 increases from c to f̂ , while the RHS is

always positive. This ensures that there exist a fi < f̂ such that the LHS is equal to

the RHS. Since f1 and f2 are strategic complements, we must have the symmetric

equilibrium fee f ∗ < f̂ . �
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Online Appendix: Regulating platform fees

Chengsi Wang1 and Julian Wright2

We present some extensions referred to in the main paper.

A Percentage fees

Suppose now firms face a marginal cost d, and M sets a percentage fee r,

where 0 < r < 1. In the case with transaction fees, a firm maximizes (piM −
f − d)DM

i (piM , pM) and the symmetric equilibrium price is pM = f + d− DiM (pM ,pM )

Di′M (pM ,pM )
.

In the case of percentage fees, firm i maximizes ((1 − r)piM − d)Di
M(piM , pM) and

the symmetric equilibrium price is pM = d
1−r −

DiM (pM ,pM )

Di′M (pM ,pM )
. Therefore, as long as

µM = −DiM (pM ,pM )

Di′M (pM ,pM )
is a constant that is independent of pM , we can write pm =

d+ r
1−rd+ µM in the case of percentage fee. Note pd = d+ µD as before.

As in our baseline setting, consumers will choose M iff

φM − pm + b ≥ φD − pd

or equivalently

b ≥ f −∆s −∆m,

where we have redefined f ≡ r
1−rd given that f is one-to-one increasing in r. Note

that with this definition, we have pm = d+ f + µM , so that it takes the same form

as our baseline model.

The welfare maximizing choice of f is then determined by the same consideration

as before, so

f e = c+ ∆m.

This implies the efficient percentage fee is

re =
c+ ∆m

c+ d+ ∆m

.

In contrast, M chooses r to maximize

(rpm − c)
(

1−H
(

r

1− r
d−∆s −∆m

))
1Monash University
2Department of Economics, National University of Singapore
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or using the definition of f above, sets f to maximize

ΠM =

(
f − c+

fµM
d+ f

)
(1−H (f −∆s −∆m)) . (26)

Note if µM = 0, which could for instance arise in certain microfoundations if

n → ∞, this is the same expression for profit maximization as in the baseline. In

this case, percentage fees lead to equivalent results as the case with fixed per-unit

fees.

The FOC corresponding to maximizing (26) is

f + fµM
d+f
− c

1 + dµM
(d+f)2

=
1−H (f −∆s −∆m)

h (f −∆s −∆m)
.

The LHS is strictly increasing in f . By the weakly increasing hazard rate, the RHS

is weakly decreasing in f . The LHS goes to −c
1+(µM/d)

< 0 when f → 0 and ∞
when f → ∞. The RHS goes to a positive value when f → 0 and to zero when

f →∞ if the inverse hazard rate is strictly decreasing in f and is a positive constant

otherwise. So there is a unique f ∗ solving the FOC. Then, we can conclude that

f ∗ ≥ f e iff the RHS is greater than the LHS, i.e.,

f ∗ ≥ f e ⇔ 1−H (c−∆s)

h (c−∆s)
≥

∆m + (c+∆m)µM
d+c+∆m

1 + dµM
(d+c+∆m)2

. (27)

We have f e < f ∗ otherwise. Note provided µM > 0, the term on the RHS of

the inequality is higher than in the fixed per-unit fee case, where it was just ∆m,

implying that the condition for the profit-maximizing fee to exceed the efficient fee

is now harder to satisfy. Thus, even though the efficient fee is equivalent under

percentage and fixed per-unit fees, the percentage fee that maximizes M ’s profit is

lower than the corresponding one under fixed per-unit fees.

The comparative statics of the comparison on the RHS in (27) with respect to ∆s

are similar to before; a greater ∆s will make it easier for f ∗ ≥ f e. After substituting

in ∆m = µD − µM into the above expression, it can be confirmed that the RHS is

increasing in µD and the RHS is decreasing in µM given that µD ≥ µM , so a higher

µD shifts the tradeoff towards M ’s fee being too high and a higher µM shifts the

tradeoff towards M ’s fee being too low. Thus, the direction of the effect on ∆s and

µM and µD are preserved from the case with a fixed per-unit fee.
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B Sequential search specification

We consider how the sequential search framework of Wolinsky (1986) and An-

derson and Renault (1999) fits our setup. We assume a continuum of consumers and

firms, of measure one in each case. Each firm produces a horizontally differentiated

product. The firms’ production cost is normalized to zero. There are search fric-

tions in both the direct market and on M , and consumers need to conduct sequential

search in order to find out information about match values and prices. The search

cost consumers incur each time they sample a firm on the platform sM is assumed

to be lower than its counterpart in the direct channel sD.

The match value ξ between a consumer and a firm is drawn i.i.d. from the

common distribution function G over [0, ξ]. We assume G is twice continuously

differentiable with a strictly increasing hazard rate and a strictly positive density

function g over [0, ξ]. Under these assumptions, the inverse hazard rate of ξ, λξ(z) =
1−G(z)
g(z)

, strictly decreases in z.

Expecting that firms charge the symmetric equilibrium price on the direct chan-

nel, a consumer’s expected value from searching directly, or the reservation value

for using the direct channel, is xD, implicitly determined by

∫ ξ

xD

(ξ − xD)dG(ξ) = sD.

It is well known from literature, when there are infinitely many firms, a consumer

will stop and buy the product at firm i if ξi ≥ xD − pD + piD, and will continue

to search otherwise. We assume sD is sufficiently small such that a unique value

of xD exists satisfying 0 < λξ(xD) < xD. Specifically, we assume sD < s, where

s =
∫ ξ
x

(ξ−x)dG(ξ) and x is uniquely defined by x = λξ(x). We can similarly define

consumers’ reservation value of using M as xM . Consumers who search on M will

stop and buy at firm i if ξi ≥ xM − pM + piM , and will continue to search otherwise.

Since sD > sM and λξ(·) is a decreasing function, we must have λξ(xM) < λξ(xD) <

xD < xM . Note since consumers know f and their draw of b before making their

channel choice, if they choose M and search on M , they will always buy. This

reflects that there is a continuum of firms.

Given consumers’ optimal stopping rule, firm i chooses piD to maximize

piD(1−G(xD − piD + pD))

3



As shown in Wang and Wright (2020), the first-order condition and symmetry imply

the symmetric equilibrium price on M is given by

pD = λξ(xD).

On M , firm i chooses piM to maximize

(piM − f)(1−G(xM − piM + pM))

The first-order condition and symmetry imply the symmetric equilibrium price on

M is given by

pM = f + λξ(xM).

Thus, mapping this to our general setting, we have φM = xM , φD = xD, µM =

λξ(xM) and µD = λξ(xD), with φM > φD, µD > µM , φD ≥ µD and φM > µM .

C Perloff-Salop specification

We consider how the discrete-choice framework in Perloff and Salop (1985) fits

our setup. There are n ex-ante symmetric firms and a unit mass of consumers. Each

consumer can only encounter some fixed number nd = 1, 2, ..., n firms in the direct

market. After, but not before, a consumer visits the direct market, she can see

prices and match values of the nd firms. So a unilateral change in direct price does

not change consumers’ visiting decisions. The identity of the nd firms are randomly

distributed across consumers. The utility a consumer can get from buying at firm i

is

ui = v − pi + βξi,

where ξi is distributed according to a CDF G on [ξ, ξ], which is iid across firms and

consumers. The parameter β measures consumers’ taste for product differentiation.

The consumer’s outside option is assumed to be 0. We assume v is great enough

compared to max{f ∗ + µM , µD} − βξ such that the market is always fully covered.

In the direct market, the demand of a firm i when it charges piD while all other

firms charge pD is

Di(piD, pD) = Pr

[
ui ≥ max

j 6=i
uj
]

=

∫ ξ

ξ

(
1−G

(
ξ +

piD − pD
β

))
dG(ξ)nD−1.
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Firm i chooses piD to maximize piDD
i(piD, pD). The FOC and symmetry imply

∫ ξ

ξ

(1−G (ξ)) dG(ξ)nD−1 − pD
β

∫ ξ

ξ

g(ξ)dG(ξ)nD−1 = 0.

In a symmetric equilibrium, the first term is equal to 1/nD.3 The symmetric equi-

librium price then is

pD = µD =
β

nD
∫ ξ
ξ
g(ξ)dG(ξ)nD−1

.

A consumer’s expected gross surplus of visiting the direct market is

φD = v + β

∫ ξ

ξ

ξdG(ξ)nD .

Similarly, the symmetric equilibrium price on M is

pM = f + µM = f +
β

n
∫ ξ
ξ
g(ξ)dG(ξ)n−1

and a consumer’s expected gross surplus of visiting M is

φM = v + β

∫ ξ

ξ

ξdG(ξ)n.

Clearly, φM > φD as G(ξ)n first-order stochastically dominates G(ξ)nD . Zhou (2017)

shows that when g(ξ) is log-concave, µM < µD and the mark-up converges to zero

when the number of firms goes to infinity. The expressions in (5)-(6) follow directly

from the above results.

Our specification in the direct market corresponds to the case of symmetry con-

sideration sets and zero latent demand in Gomes and Mantovani (2022). If the

latent demand is not zero, consumers who attend the direct market will either know

nD firms or no firms.

3If there exist some consumers who do not have access to the direct market, then we will have
a latent demand D0 ∈ (0, 1). We then replace 1/n by (1−D0)/n.
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D Salop circular-city specification

Consider the application of the baseline model to the Salop circular-city model

of competition. Assume there are a finite number n ≥ 2 of firms which are equally

located around a circle according to the standard Salop circular city model, with

measure one of consumers uniformly located around the same circle. Consumers are

willing to pay v for one unit of the good, but face a mismatch cost parameter of t.

We assume consumers’ value for the product is large enough.

Assumption 1. We assume t < v.

We assume each consumer can only visit one channel, either one of the firms

directly or M . After selecting a firm to visit directly, the consumer observes this

firm’s price and location (so match value), and then decides whether to buy. Al-

ternatively, if the consumer chooses to visit M , after observing price and location

information on all listed firms, she decides which one of them to buy from.

Consider the direct market. Expecting that locations are random and that prices

are symmetric, consumers randomly choose a firm. This means a consumer’s visiting

choice does not signal any information about her location on the Salop circle relative

to the firm, and therefore her location can be viewed as being uniformly distributed

on the Salop circle from the firm’s perspective. After choosing a firm, the consumer

will eventually buy from the firm iff v − p − tx ≥ 0, or equivalently x ≤ v−p
t

. In

addition, given firms and measure one of consumers are located along a circle of

circumference one, the shortest distance between a consumer and a firm cannot

exceed 1
2
. So the firm behaves as if it is a monopolist in the direct market and sets

price to solve the following maximization problem

max
p

{
2pmin

{
v − p
t

,
1

2

}}
.

The symmetric equilibrium price and so markup µD = v − t
2

given our assumption

that v ≥ t, and φD = v − t
4
.

Next, consider firm competition on M . Ignoring M ’s fee f , the standard com-

petitive price that the n firms set when they compete and the market is covered (i.e.
t
n
) will be no higher than the standard monopoly price each firm would set when it

prices as a local monopolist (i.e. v
2
), given v ≥ t and n ≥ 2. As we will show, even

in the case M endogenously sets its fee f , in the case b is distributed uniformly,

the assumption v ≥ t rules out the case that each firm on M behaves as a local
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monopoly with some consumers who visit M not being served, thereby guaranteing

that all these consumers will buy in the resulting equilibrium.

On M , the competitive price when the market is covered will be f + t
n
, so

µM = t
n
, and the gross surplus of a consumer will be φM = v− t

4n
. In the competitive

equilibrium price range, we have ∆s = t
4
− t

4n
> 0 and ∆m = v − t

2
− t

n
> 0 given

v > t. For this case to arise (as opposed to a kinked equilibrium or a monopoly

equilibrium where the firms prices are pinned down by different constraints), we

require f ≤ v − 3t
2n

. This condition also ensures that all consumers will buy after

visiting M . We then need to determine M ’s optimal fee to see if it satisfies this

constraint.

Lemma 1. If f < v − 3t
2n

, firms set the competitive price pM = f + t
n

on M .

Anticipating the competitive equilibrium, consumers choose M iff b ≥ f −∆s −
∆m = f + 5t

4n
+ t

4
− v. For consumers receiving ads from at least one firm, the

fraction of them going through M will be 1 − H (f −∆s −∆m) and the fraction

going directly will be H (f −∆s −∆m).

Proof of Lemma 1. If f exceeds f ∗, then the alternatives are:

� Kinked equilibrium. If v− 3t
2n
≤ f < v− t

n
, each firm charges pm = v− t

2n
and

all consumers visiting M end up buying. In particular, the consumers who are

at the exact middle of any two firms are indifferent about buying.

� Monopoly equilibrium. If f ≥ v − t
n
, each firm charges pm = v+f

2
and con-

sumers with x < v−f
2t

buy after visiting M . The total demand by consumers

conditional on visiting M is n(v−f)
t

.

We show M cannot do better setting a fee that induces a kinked equilibrium

or a monopoly equilibrium. Consider now M setting a higher fee. In the kinked

equilibrium range, consumers choose M iff b+v− t
4n
−
(
v − t

2n

)
≥ t

4
or equivalently,

b ≥ t
4n

+ t
4

= (1+n)t
4n

. This compares to in the competitive equilibrium range where

the condition is b ≥ f + 5t
4n

+ t
4
− v. But since f < v − t

n
for the kinked equilibrium

range, we know that more consumers choose under the competitive equilibrium range

than the kinked equilibrium range for any f that is in the competitive or kinked

equilibrium range. This implies M must be better off setting its unconstrained

optimal fee under the competitive equilibrium range.
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Finally, in the monopoly equilibrium range, if M treats consumer participation

as constant in f , it would maximize its profit by solving

max
f

{
(f − c)

(
n(v − f)

t

)}
subject to f ≥ v − t

n
.

The solution is f = v
2

if t
n
≥ v

2
and f = v − t

n
otherwise. Since v > t, the solution

must be f = v − t
n

which coincides with the one inducing the kinked equilibrium.

Taking into account that consumer participation is decreasing in f (reflecting that

the firms’ prices are increasing in f in this range), just reinforces that the constraint

f ≥ v− t
n

must be binding. Thus, in this range M will want to set f = v− t
n
, which

corresponds to the solution with the kinked equilibrium with f = v − t
n
. Since we

already showed this involves lower profit than in the competitive equilibrium range,

the monopoly equilibrium solution must be worse for M . �

E Comparative statics

Applying (9) to the three competition applications in the paper we get the fol-

lowing results:

Proposition 13. (Comparative statics) Our measure of the tendency for M to set

its fee too high (L) varies with the primitives of the respective competition models

in the following way:

� Sequential search model: If the distribution G of match values drawn iid when

searching is also GPD with parameters bG, σG, εG, then an increase in search

costs in each channel (sM and sD) has the following effects

∂L

∂sM
> 0 ⇔ ε < εG

∂L

∂sD
< 0 ⇔ ε < εG.

� Random-utility model: An increase in product differentiation between firms

implies

∂L

∂β
< 0 ⇔ ε <

1

nD
∫ ξ
ξ g(ξ)dG(ξ)nD−1

− 1

n
∫ ξ
ξ g(ξ)dG(ξ)n−1∫ ξ

ξ
ξdG(ξ)n −

∫ ξ
ξ
ξdG(ξ)nD

,

which implies ε cannot be too positive, and a change in the number of firms

8



that consumers can evaluate on each channel implies

∂L

∂nD
> 0 iff ε ≤ ε̂(nD) (28)

and
∂L

∂n
< 0 iff ε ≤ ε̂(n), (29)

where ε̂(.) > 0.

� Circular-city model: An increase in product differentiation between firms im-

plies
∂L

∂t
> 0

and an increase in the number of firms that can list on M implies

∂L

∂n
< 0 ⇔ ε < 4.

Proof of Proposition 13. For the sequential search model, we have ∂L
∂xM

= ε +

∂
(

1−G(xM )

g(xM )

)
∂xM

, which equals ε − εG for the GPD case. The result follows given the

effect of an increase in search cost on a channel has the opposite effect (in terms of

direction) as a change in the corresponding reservation value level x, and moreover,

the effect of a change in xD is the same (with opposite sign) to the effect of a change

in xM .

For the Perloff-Salop model, evaluating (9) using (5)-(6) yields

∂L

∂β
< 0 ⇔ ε <

1

nD
∫ ξ
ξ g(ξ)dG(ξ)nD−1

− 1

n
∫ ξ
ξ g(ξ)dG(ξ)n−1∫ ξ

ξ
ξdG(ξ)n −

∫ ξ
ξ
ξdG(ξ)nD

.

It is clear the RHS of the last inequality is positive given that nD ≤ n.

Moreover, we have

∂∆s

∂nD
= −β

∫ ξ

ξ

(
ξg(ξ)G(ξ)nD−1 + ξnD(nD − 1)G(ξ)nD−2g(ξ)2

)
dξ < 0

∂∆m

∂nD
=

−β

 ∫ ξ
ξ

(nD − 1)g(ξ)2G(ξ)nD−2dξ

+nD
∫ ξ
ξ
g(ξ)2 (G(ξ)nD−2 + (nD − 1)(nD − 2)G(ξ)nD−3g(ξ)) dξ


(
nD
∫ ξ
ξ

(nD − 1)g(ξ)2G(ξ)nD−2dξ
)2 < 0.
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So using (9), we have

∂L

∂nD
≥ 0

⇔ ε ≤

 ∫ ξ
ξ

(nD − 1)g(ξ)2G(ξ)nD−2dξ

+nD
∫ ξ
ξ
g(ξ)2 (G(ξ)nD−2 + (nD − 1)(nD − 2)G(ξ)nD−3g(ξ)) dξ


 (

nD
∫ ξ
ξ

(nD − 1)g(ξ)2G(ξ)nD−2dξ
)2( ∫ ξ

ξ
(ξg(ξ)G(ξ)nD−1 + ξnD(nD − 1)G(ξ)nD−2g(ξ)2) dξ

)
 ≡ ε̂(nD)

Notice that the ε̂(nD) is always positive. Moreover, ∆s(nD, n) = −∆s(n, nD) and

∆m(nD, n) = −∆m(n, nD), which is why (29) is the same as (28) with the inequality

reversed.

For the Salop circular-city model, based on the resulting ∆s and ∆m, which

are stated in the main text, we have ∂L
∂t

= ε
(

1
4
− 1

4n

)
+ 1

2
+ 1

n
, which is positive.

Moreover, ∂L
∂n

= ε
(

t
4n2

)
−
(
t
n2

)
< 0 iff ε < 4. �

F Model with incomplete pass-through

We provide a tractable microfounded model with incomplete pass-through and

unit demands. Consumers get value v from buying from a firm regardless of the

channel. In either channel, firms are either monopolists or they compete head-to-

head with one other firm according to homogenous Bertrand competition. When

they decide to participate on M they don’t know which situation they will be in

– monopoly or competition. This is determined randomly. Assume on M , with

probability 0 ≤ θM < 1 they will be a monopolist and set a price of v to extract all

the surplus they offer consumers, and with probability 1−θM they will be competing

head-to-head and so price at their perceived marginal cost, earning nothing. Assume

in the direct channel, the corresponding probabilities are θD and 1 − θD, where

θM ≤ θD ≤ 1. If θM = 0 and θD = 1 then the model captures the case of homogenous

Bertrand-type price competition on M and monopoly pricing in the direct channel.

As in Section 4.1, we assume the number of transactions consumers make on

each channel is independent of the fee (or price), provided that consumers obtain

a weakly positive surplus. Firms get expected profit θM (v − f − dM) qM from each

consumer they reach on M , so will join M provided f ≤ v−dM . Assuming v is high

enough, this will not be a constraint on the analysis of fees. Firms get expected

profit θD (v − dD) qD from each consumer they reach on the direct channel. We
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assume dD ≥ dM . The firms’ expected markup (per transaction) will be higher in

the direct channel provided f > dD − dM given that θD ≥ θM .

Consumers get (1− θM) (v − f − dM) qM from transactions on M since with

probability θM they will have all their surplus extracted and with probability 1−θM
the firm will compete head-to-head with another firm on M , splitting the mar-

ket equally and passing through their costs to consumers. Likewise, consumers get

(1− θD) (v − dD) qD from transactions on the direct channel.

Assume b is the benefit (or cost) of using M . So consumers choose M over the

direct channel if

(1− θM) (v − f − dM) qM + b ≥ (1− θD) (v − dD) qD

so

b ≥ qM (f −∆s −∆m (f)) ,

where ∆s = (v−dM)− (v−dD) qD
qM

and ∆m (f) = θD (v − dD) qD
qM
−θM (v − f − dM).

The expected price on M will be pM (f) = θMv+(1− θM) (f + dM) and the expected

price on the direct channel will be pD = θDv + (1− θD) dD. The pass-through rate

on M is 1− θM < 1. Note f −∆s −∆m (f) = pM (f)− v − (pD − v) qD
qM
.

Let’s consider the various objectives of interest in this setting. First, welfare is

W =

∫ b

qM

(
pM (f)−v−(pD−v)

qD
qM

) (qM (v − c− dM) + b) dH (b)

+

∫ qM

(
pM (f)−v−(pD−v)

qD
qM

)
b

qD (v − dD) dH (b) ,

which is maximized when

pM (f) = c+ pD
qD
qM
−
(
dD

qD
qM
− dM

)
or equivalently

fw =
c+

(
θD

qD
qM
− θM

)
v −

(
θDdD

qD
qM
− θMdM

)
1− θM

.

Note we can rewrite this as

fw = c+ ∆m (fw) ,

11



consistent with our general result in Section 4.1 of the main paper.

Next consider M ’s choice of profit maximizing fee, which solves

f ∗ = c+λ (qM (1− θM) (f ∗ + dM)− (1− θD) dDqD − (θDqD − θMqM) v − (qM − qD)v) .

The firms’ total profit is

Πfirms =

∫ b

qM

(
pM (f)−pD−v+v

qD
qM

) qM (pM (f)− f − dM) dH (b)

+

∫ qM

(
pM (f)−pD−v+v

qD
qM

)
b

qD (pD − dD) dH (b) .

The FOC is

dΠfirms

df
= − (qM(pM (f)− f − dM)− qD (pD − dD)) p′M (f)h− qM (1− p′M (f)) (1−H)

= [qD (θD (v − dD)− qMθM (v − f − dM)) (1− θM)− θMλ]h,

where h, H, and λ are all functions of pM (f) − pD − v + v qD
qM

. Note that this

derivative weakly increases in f as λ weakly decreases in f . Thus, if there exists a

unique f̃ such that dΠfirms

df
= 0 at f = f̃ , then dΠfirms

df
< 0 for f < f̃ and dΠfirms

df
> 0

for f > f̃ , so that f = f̃ achieves the minimum of firm profits.

We next want to see if f̃ ≥ f ∗, in which case regulating a lower fee than f ∗ will

increase firms’ total profit, explaining why firms would prefer to lower f from M ’s

unregulated level. To show this possibility, we focus on the special case of qM = qD

and the GPD distribution of b. The profit-maximizing platform fee becomes

f ∗ =
c+ σ + ε ((1− θD) dD − (1− θM) dM + (θD − θM) v + b)

1 + ε (1− θM)
.

The fee that is worst for firms, i.e., f̃ , is

f̃ =
(1− θM ) (θDdD − θMdM − (θD − θM ) v) + θM (σ + ε ((θD − θM ) v + (1− θD) dD − (1− θM ) dM + b))

(1 + ε) θM (1− θM )
.

After rearranging, we have f̃ ≥ f ∗ iff

c− (dD − dM ) + σ + ε ((θD − θM ) (v − dD) + b)

1 + ε (1− θM )
≤ σ + ε ((θD − θM ) (v − dD) + b)

(1 + ε) (1− θM )
−(θD − θM ) (v − dD)

(1 + ε) θM
.

Then if c ≤ dD− dM , and given 1 + ε (1− θM) > (1 + ε) (1− θM), this inequality is
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true provided θD is not too much above θM . And in particular, this inequality will

be true in case θM = θD = θ, so the differential markup is purely endogenous to the

setting of the fee. Thus, we have shown the possibility that regulating a lower fee

than f ∗ will increase firms’ total profit.

G Showrooming with joining benefits

Suppose b is a joining benefit that consumers get from M , so even if they switch

to buy directly they still incur b. In addition, we assume b > −∆s, which just says

no consumers face a cost of visiting M that is greater than the surplus differential.

Assume for now all showrooming consumers who visit M will eventually choose to

switch and buy directly. We will verify this later by showing that pD < pM in

equilibrium. We first characterize the demand facing an individual firm.

The demand from regular consumers who buy directly : These consumers search

and buy products only in the direct market. They choose the direct channel because

φM − pM + b < φD − pD. They buy from firm i iff vi ≥ φD − pD + piD. So their

demand is

Di
rD ≡ (1− ρ)H(f −∆s − ∆̃m)

1−G(φD − pD + piD)

1−G(φD)
,

where ∆̃m = pD − (pM − f).

The demand from regular consumers who buy on M : These consumers search

and buy on M because they have φM − pM + b ≥ φD − pD and they cannot switch

channel to purchase. They buy from firm i iff vi ≥ φM − pM + piD. Their demand is

Di
rM ≡ (1− ρ)(1−H(f −∆s − ∆̃m))

1−G(φM − pM + piM)

1−G(φM)
.

The demand from showrooming consumers who purchase directly : Since b ≥
−∆s, all showrooming consumers visit M . They will switch to buy from firm i

directly if piM > piD and

vi − piD ≥ xM − pD.

Their demand is

Di
sD ≡ ρ1piM>piD

1−G(φM − pD + piD)

1−G(φM)
.

The demand from showrooming consumers who purchase on M : Showrooming
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consumers will purchase from firm i on M if piM ≤ piD and

vi − piM ≥ φM + pD.

In this case, their demand is

Di
sM ≡ ρ(1− 1piM>p

i
D

)
1−G(φM − pD + piM)

1−G(φM)
.

Note that Di
sD and Di

sM cannot co-exist.

We now explain why firm i will set piM > piD. Note that except for the fee f ,

piDD
i
sD and (piM − f)Di

sM are identical if we interchange piD and piM . Thus, if we

ignore all other terms in i’s profit function, piM > piD follows given f ≥ c. Now

consider the maximization of the remaining terms in firm i’s profit function:

piDD
i
rD + (piM − f)Di

rM .

Note that piDD
i
rD only depends on piD while (piM − f)Di

rM only depends on piM . So

the maximization problem reduces to max
piD

piDD
i
rD and max

piM

(piM − f)Di
rM . The

solution of piD to the former maximization must be smaller than the solution of piM
to the latter maximization given f ≥ c and pD < pM . Thus, from i’s perspective,

setting piM > piD is optimal for each component of its profit, and so it must also

be true for the sum of its profit, implying 1piM>p
i
D

= 1 and Di
sM = 0. This implies

we can separately characterize pD and pM in equilibrium. Since piM is only used to

maximize max
piM

(pM i−f)Di
rM , the FOC along with symmetry implies pM = f +µM .

Each firm i chooses piD to maximize its profit in the direct market

piD(Di
rD +Di

sD)

=piD

(
ρ

1−G(φM − pD + piD)

1−G(φM)
+ (1− ρ)H(f −∆s − ∆̃m)

1−G(φD − pD + piD)

1−G(φD)

)
.

Suppose the symmetric equilibrium price pD is characterized by the first-order con-

dition such that pD solves

pD =
(ρ+ (1− ρ)H(f −∆s − ∆̃m))µDµM

ρµD + (1− ρ)H(f −∆s − ∆̃m)µM
.

It is straightforward to show µM < pD < µD for 0 < ρ ≤ 1, with pD = µD if ρ = 0

and pD = µM if ρ = 1.
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We next show that pD < pM whenever ρ > 0 and f > 0. Suppose instead

pD ≥ pM . Using the expression of pD and that pM = f + µM , this implies

(1− ρ)H(f −∆s − ∆̃m) (µD − µM)µM ≥ f
(
ρµD + (1− ρ)H(f −∆s − ∆̃m)µM

)
.

(30)

Since f −∆s − ∆̃m = f −∆s − (pD − (pM − f)) = pM − pD −∆s, the supposition

pD ≥ pM implies f − ∆s − ∆̃m ≤ ∆s < b, implying H(f − ∆s − ∆̃m) = 0. Thus,

the LHS of (30) is equal to zero, while the RHS is strictly positive for any f > 0

and ρ > 0, leading to a contradiction. This shows that indeed pD < pM and all

showrooming consumers who go to M will indeed want to switch and buy directly.

The social planner chooses f to maximize

ρ

∫ b

b

(φM + b) dH (b)+(1− ρ)

(∫ b

f−∆s−∆̃m

(φM + b− c)dH(b) +

∫ f−∆s−∆̃m

b

φDdH(b)

)
,

which implies the efficient fee has a familiar form

f e = c+ ∆̃m,

where ∆̃m = pD(f e)− µM .

Finally, note that the expression of pD can be written as

pD = µD −
µD(µD − µM)

µD +
(

1
ρ
− 1
)
H(f −∆s − ∆̃m)µM

.

Using the property that pD (f e) = f e + µM − c and f e − ∆s − ∆̃m = c − ∆s, this

can be rewritten as

f e + µM − c = µD −
µD(µD − µM)

µD +
(

1
ρ
− 1
)
H(c−∆s)µM

,

which clearly shows f e is decreasing in ρ. This completes the proof of Proposition

10 for the case where b arises from joining M .
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